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ABSTRACT
An auxetic material is a material which has a negative Poisson’s ratio, so it exhibit
lateral expansion upon longitudinal tensile loading, or undergo lateral contraction under
longitudinal compression. Such materials can exist in cellular form, or along specific axes in
certain crystals.
The singularity order in a half plane consisting of two quarter dissimilar materials and the
singularity at the tip of interfacial crack have been studied where the bi-material contains an
auxetic material. The main goal was to investigate the effects of the auxetic behavior on the
singularities. We have determined that the auxetic material has a significant effect on the
singularity order. For example, the free-edge singularity can be removed for certain combi-
nations of elastic moduli and auxetic Poisson’s ratios. In general, the effects of the mismatch
of elastic constants between the two materials on the singularity have been investigated and
all these results will be shown in this dissertation.
The effect of a single particle or inclusion on crack propagation has been studied effectively
using symmetric Galerkin boundary elements and a modified quarter-point crack tip element.
Typical results show that an inclusion can decrease the crack-tip stress intensity as the crack
approaches an inclusion, followed by deflection of the crack. Interestingly, as the crack
extends beyond the inclusion there can also be an amplification of stress intensity. These
previous results have shown the great influence the presence of an inclusion may have on
a crack extension behavior. Here, we examine the influence of an auxetic particle on crack
growth behavior. The objective of the present study is to understand the crack extension
behavior and predict the crack growth direction in materials reinforced with auxetic particles.
We will show the dramatic difference in crack path as compared to particles with positive
Poisson’s ratio.
iii
The effects of a negative Poisson’s ratio on wave propagation in elastic media are inves-
tigated numerically. Different types of elastic wave problems are taken into account. These
problems are the reflection and transmission of SH-waves, and P-waves in two half-spaces
and the SH-wave propagation in layered half-space. We focused on the elastic wave ampli-
tude as a function in Poisson’s ratio of this study. The results indicate a significant effect of
auxetic material on wave amplitude. For example, the negative Poisson’s ratio suppresses
reflection and the incident wave totally transmits through the interface. Also, it reduces the
value of the transmitted wave amplitude nearly to one half with compared to the incident
wave amplitude. In another example, the auxetic material converts the value of amplitude
from complex to real.
iv
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This study presents research on the effects of Poisson’s ratio for three elastic problems.
They are the stress singularity in a bimaterial, crack path direction near inclusions, and
elastic wave propagation. In this chapter we will review the main relevant topics and review
some previous works that have relevance to the problems studied here. We will review the
following subjects. The first is Poisson’s ratio, the second is auxetic materials, and in the
third section we will present brief and general background about stress singularities in a bi-
material, crack propagation near inclusions, and elastic wave propagation. The last section
will also contain a review of the boundary element method (BEM) and symmetric Galerkin
boundary element method (SGBEM).
1.1 Review of Poisson’s ratio
Poisson’s ratio (ν), as Poisson himself defined it, is the ratio between the transverse defor-
mation and the longitudinal deformation when mechanical force is applied on material spec-
imen in one dimension. Poisson observed that a material stretched under axial tensile forces
not only elongates longitudinally, but it also contracts laterally. The property that charac-
terizes this behavior is Poisson’s ratio (ν) which is defined also as the negative lateral strain
a stretched or compressed body divided by its longitudinal strain [1], so it is a dimensionless
value. All common materials undergo laterally a transverse contraction when stretched in
one direction and transverse expansion when compressed. The Poisson’s ratio has two the-
oretical limits in an isotropic material: it is greater than -1 and equal to or less than 0.5,
−1 < ν ≤ 0.5, and that is proved by elasticity theory. For anisotropic materials, Poisson’s
ratio can be defined by the elastic compliance constants as νij = −Sij/Sii (i, j = 1, 2, 3),
where Sij is the elastic compliance constants, the inverse of elastic stiffness, Cij [2]. The
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bounds of Poisson’s ratio in the anisotropic materials are wider (−∞ < ν < ∞) than in
the isotropic case [3].
Most common materials have a Poisson’s ratio close to 1/3; however, rubbery materials
have values approaching 1/2 [3]. Materials with a negative Poisson’s ratio will contract
(expand) in the transverse direction when compressed (stretched) [4]. For most well-known
solids such as metals, polymers and ceramics, 0.25 < ν < 0.35. Glasses and minerals
are more compressible, and for these ν → 0. For gases, ν = 0, and network structures can
exhibit ν < 0. Materials with negative Poisson’s ratio are called auxetic [5].
Poisson’s ratio can be considered one of the two independent elastic moduli, for ho-
mogeneous linear isotropic material. Other common elastic constants such as Lame′s first
parameter (λ), and bulk modulus (K), are commonly used for the second independent elastic
constant. For example Lame′s first parameter (λ) can be expressed as
λ =
Eν
(1 + ν)(1− 2ν)
(1.1)
where E is Young’s modulus. In this relationship λ has real defined positive value, only if ν
is in the valid range −1 < ν < 0.5. Also, the bulk modulus, K, which governs volumetric










Rubbery materials undergo shear deformation but resist volumetric deformation, so µ K.
Solids with Poissons ratio near to -1 would be the opposite of rubbery materials, they
resist shear deformation and undergo volumetric deformation, where µ  K [3]. Isotropic
elastic material can exhibit roughly four types of extreme behavior according to its elastic
properties: rigid materials have high bulk and high shear moduli, spongy materials have
low bulk and low shear moduli, rubbery materials have high bulk and low shear moduli
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and dilational materials have low bulk and high shear moduli. The dilational materials fall
outside realm of ordinary experience, and their existence within the frame work of continuum





in terms of bulk modulus, K, and the shear modulus, µ, where the bulk and the shear moduli
have positive values. Poisson’s ratio (ν) is negative when µ < 3
2
K, and it approaches -1 when
µ K.
1.2 Auxetic Materials
In 1987 Lakes [7] presented a new foam structure which exhibited a negative Poisson’s
ratio. This was achieved by converting a conventional foam using heating and compression
techniques to create a reentrant structure [7]. This type of material is called an auxetic ma-
terial. An auxetic material expands laterally upon longitudinal tensile loading and contracts
laterally under longitudinal compression. Some examples include pyrite (ν=-0.14), trans-
formed polymer foams (ν=-0.7) [7], and silicon dioxide in its form α-cristobalite (ν=-0.5 to
-0.16) [8]. Auxetic materials are very rare in nature [9]. Man-made and natural auxetic
materials and structures exist from the molecular to the micro and macroscopic levels [10].
Most of auxetics are fabricated or modified from conventional materials by using different
techniques. Most studies either discovery of natural auxetic materials or design of auxetic
materials are concerned with new materials exhibiting a negative Poisson’s ratio.
In order to explain the auxetic behavior of materials with negative Poisson’s ratio, some
have investigated this behavior in terms of their geometry [11–15]. They presented a mech-
anism that achieves a negative Poisson’s ratio based on an arrangement involving rigid
triangles or squares or parallelograms connected together at their vertices by hinges. The
auxetic behavior in these materials can be explained in terms of their geometry and defor-
mation mechanism [11]. Molecular level auxetics have also been discovered, proposed, or
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synthesized including nanostructure polymers, metals, silicates and zeolites. These indicate
that the negative Poisson’s ratio results from a very particular nano or microstructure in
the material and the way this deforms when subjected to loads [15]. An explanation is
proposed for experimental observed auxetic behavior in α-cristobalite where the auxetic be-
havior was identified and described by perfectly rigid rotating rectangles connected together.
This system exhibits Poisson’s ratio of -1 and this has been proved mathematically [16]. In
real α-cristobalite materials, the assumption that the rectangles are perfectly rigid is not
realistic and it is expected that Poisson’s ratio would be less negative [16]. Typical models
for auxetic behavior rely on completely regular microstructures to simplify the modeling
and to produce transparent and beneficial results such as the granular model of Bathurst
and Rothenburg, the broken rib model of Smith et al., and the two dimensional honeycomb
model of Masters and Evans [17]. Manufactured auxetic materials have clearly disordered
microstructures [17]. Simple analytical models have been developed and applied to both
silica and germenia in which the deformation of the α-quartz and α-cristobalite structures
happens by rotation of the tetrahedra, dilation of the tetrahedra and concurrent rotation
and dilation of the terrahera [10]. Several mechanisms causing auxetic behavior in materials
have been found such as certain molecular networks, networks of dilating elastic elements,
expanding chiral honeycomb lattices, and rotating rigid units [18].
Particular processing steps are required for producing polymeric materials with auxetic
behavior such as foams, microporous films and fibers, and macroscopically perforated sheets
[18]. There are several techniques to convert conventional material to auxetic one such as a
compression and heating technique [7] which results in broken cell ribs in foams, permanent
volumetric compression technique [19] and the powder metallurgy techniques of compaction,
sintering and extrusion [20].
Auxetic materials have been studied theoretically, numerically and experimentally in
order to investigate the effects of auxetic behavior on the material properties, and to know
how to profit from these effects to enhance properties such as the hardness, toughness,
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indentation resistance, acoustic response and others. Due to their unusual behavior and
their properties, auxetic materials are interesting and there are many studies about these
materials to investigate their effects on these materials properties. Some studies [19, 21–23]
have provided an increased understanding of the effects of negative Poisson’s ratio on these
material properties. For example, the shear modulus (µ) is predicted to increase [7, 8, 11, 19]
as the Poisson’s ratio approaches the lower theoretical limit (ν=-1.0) considering Young’s
modulus (E) as constant where µ = E/2(1 + ν).
Indentation resistance has been investigated on several fabricated auxetic materials. En-
hancements in hardness (H) have been found where H ∝ (1−ν2)(−2/3) [7]. Auxetic materials
have been found to be up to three times more difficult to indent than conventionally processed
polymers [20]. A material with a negative Poisson’s ratio approaching the thermodynamic
limit (ν = −1.0) will be difficult to indent [7, 8]. The indentation resistance of auxetic
microporous ultra high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) is a strain dependent
property, and the hardness was improved by up to 2 and 3 over conventional UHMWPE in
the presence of auxeticity [20, 23]. Foams with negative Poisson’s ratios were also found to
have higher resilience than conventional foams [7].
Auxetic materials are predicted to become very tough according to classical elasticity
theory when the Poisson’s ratio approaches the lower limit of -1.0. For example the fracture
toughness of negative Poisson’s ratio open cell copper foams are enhanced by 80 percent,
130 percent and 160 percent for permanent volumetric compression ratio values of 2.0, 2.5
and 3.0, respectively, compared to the value of conventional foam with a positive Poisson
ratio [19]. Currently, there is an interest in the development of many negative materials
with counter-intuitive properties such as negative thermal expansion, negative permeability,
permittivity, negative refractive index and negative Poisson’s ratios [10]. In general all these
properties are related to the structural geometry of the materials, so there is a need for
understanding the mechanisms acting within the material nano, micro or macro-structures
[10].
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A lot of experimental work has been done to either fabricate new auxetics or measure
their properties. For example, samples of auxetic foams were produced from conventional
ones through a simple compression/heating process [7]. In the study of Choi and Lakes [19],
values of fracture toughness of auxetic foams have been determined experimentally using Jic
tests for different permanent volumetric compression ratio values. The single crystal elastic
stiffness constants of α cristobalite have been measured under ambient conditions using laser
Brillouin spectroscopy [8]. Also, the Poisson’s ratio has been found to vary extensively with
temperature over the α − β transition of cristobalite, SiO2, and takes a minimum value at
around the transition point [24]. Furthermore, it has been found that Poisson’s ratio is never
positive over the entire temperature range of 300-1800 K [24].
Many papers in this field propose potential application for materials with auxetic be-
havior. In a recent paper, Stavroulakis (2005) [9] mentioned several potential applications
for auxetic materials such as design of sealing for pipelines and machine components, and
optimal noise and vibration absorbing behavior in concrete. Also, auxetic materials with
enhanced hardness have certain advantages for the construction of wear-resistant machine
components, the design of efficient piezoelectric sensors with applications in hydrophones
and ultrasonic devices, and application in gaskets, which could seal better upon compression
loading. The development of auxetic nanomaterials is expected to lead to high modulus
auxetic materials, with potential applications in sensors, and molecular sieve and separation
technologies [10, 25]. Other proposed applications such as expanding blast-proof curtains
made from auxetic fibres protect people in an explosion by capturing debris from smashed
glass, smart medical dressings that release medication in protection to the extent of swelling
and several components of aircraft, naval vessels and automobiles [26].
1.3 Literature Review
There are many industrially relevant elastic problems related to material reliability such
as cracks, stress singularities, and body waves. In recent studies, it is thought that auxetic
materials could play positive role. There are many studies which investigate the effects of
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auxetic behavior on several elastic parameters. In this section, a literature review of these
problems is made to give a brief background about them.
1.3.1 Singularities in bimaterials
The singularity order, δ, has been studied extensively in isotropic bimaterials. For in-
terface cracks, solutions of the type σ ∼ rδ have been obtained where δ is complex valued
and r is the distance from crack tip. The free-edge problem has also been extensively stud-
ied [27, 28], as well as others, and the stress field solution was of the type rδ where δ was
real-valued depending on the elastic properties of the two materials. The parameters that
the stress field depends on was reduced from three to two in [29] and these parameters were
used to express the solution in a more compact way.
The plane problem of bonded dissimilar wedges of arbitrary angle and subjected to general
forms of loading was studied in [30]. The solution was obtained by solving two simpler
problems where the solution is given by the sum of solutions of the two separated problems.
The dependence of singularity order in the stress field on the wedge angles and the elastic
constants of the materials was also investigated in [30]. Numerical results of several angle
geometries for all relevant material constants combinations were produced. Finally, we note
that Green’s function methods have also been used successfully on the free-edge problem.
The anisotropic problem was considered in [31], where the Green’s function was represented
by an exact integral. Both the displacement and the stress Green’s function were obtained. A
Green’s function method was also employed in [32] where a reduced equation for calculating
the singularity order was found. An anisotropic bimaterial problem was also considered in
[33] where it was noted that the free edge singularity vanishes for certain free-surface angles
and elastic constants combinations.
1.3.2 Crack propagation
In the first half of the 20th century, fracture mechanics appeared as a separated discipline,
and pioneers such as Bertram Hopkinson, Charles E. Inglis, Alan Griffith, Harold Wester-
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gaard, George Irwin, Max Williams, Paul Paris and James R. Rice, and others put the main
concepts and the essential basic theories for this branch of science. Hopkinson [34] made
some general observations concerning the stresses around a crack in his paper published in
The Sheffield Society of Engineers and metallurgists in January 1910. Inglis [35] calculated
the intensities of the stress around an elliptic hole in a plate subjected to a tensile stress.
Griffith [36] stated that fracture occurs when the tensile stress at a crack tip exceeds the
theoretical cohesive strength of material. On the other hand, when there are no cracks at all,
fracture strength would be equal to the theoretical cohesive strength. Westergaard [37] pre-
sented the stress field associated with cracks by solving plane stress or plane strain problems
using an Airy stress function approach. Williams and Irwin, in two different papers, [38, 39]
focused on investigating the factors influencing the growth of initial crack and established
the stress-intensity factor. In comparative analytical and experimental study, Erdogan and
Sih [40] investigated the crack extension direction in a two-dimensional plate made of brittle
material, the hypothesis that the crack grows in the direction perpendicular to the largest
tension at the crack tip was verified. The direction of crack growth in mixed mode stress
field was investigated by Sih [41].
A crack will naturally propagate in a straight path perpendicular to the maximum stress
unless it confronts an obstacle or inclusion. But when the crack grows in a non-uniform
stress field, the path of the fracture is generally curved as Cotterell and Rice [42] stated. In
their work, they presented a solution for the stress intensity factors at the tip of a slightly
curved or kinked crack.
Hwu and Ting [43] studied the two-dimensional elliptic inclusion embedded in an anisotropic
elastic material problem which was subjected to a uniform stress at infinity using the Stroh
formalism [44]. Their solution included both extreme cases of the elliptic hole and rigid
inclusion. Hwu and Yen [45] also obtained an analytical solution for anisotropic elliptical
inclusions in a finite anisotropic matrix using the Stroh formalism combined with the method
of analytical continuation. Later Yen et al. [46] obtained the analytical solution for a dislo-
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cation located inside, outside or on the interface of an anisotropic elliptic inclusion. Hwu et
al. [47] extended these analyses to problems of interactions between inclusions and different
types of cracks such as a crack located inside or outside the inclusion, a crack penetrating the
inclusion, and a curvilinear crack lying along the interface of the inclusion with the matrix.
These problems were solved by representing the cracks as a distribution of dislocations where
established analytical solutions for a dislocation located inside, outside or on the interface
of an anisotropic elliptic inclusion were used [46]. Chen [48] considered a two dimensional
solution for a crack outside an elliptical inclusion where he analyzed the interaction between
the inclusion and the crack by the body force method. The effect of inclusion geometry on
the stress intensity factors of small cracks was found to depend on the location of the crack.
For predicting the crack path direction, Bush [49] used the energy release rate technique
and the boundary element method to study the interaction of a crack with a particle clus-
ter. It was found that the energy release rate is affected by the presence of the particle
and the crack deflected away. Kitey and others [50] also studied the interaction between a
crack and particle cluster in a brittle material. They used numerical simulations based on
symmetric Galerkin boundary element method (SGBEM) combined with quasi-static crack
growth prediction tools, and used the modified quarter point (MQP) crack tip element of
Gray [51]. The displacement correlation technique (DCT) was used to evaluate the stress
intensity factors (SIFs). They investigated several parameters, energy release rate, crack
growth direction, crack tip shielding and amplification, stress intensity factors and toughen-
ing of the material. Finally, the crack-particle interaction due to elastic constants mismatch
was investigated by Williams et al. [52] using the symmetric Galerkin boundary element
method (SGBEM). The modified quarter-point (MQP) crack tip element and the displace-
ment correlation technique (DCT) were used to calculate the stress intensity factors (SIFs).
The maximum principal stress criterion was employed to predict the crack growth direction.
The authors demonstrated that the numerical results for the SIFs were very accurate and
showed good agreement with known analytical solutions. The elastic constants were showed
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to have a significant effect on the crack path direction and crack tip shielding. Stress intensity
amplification behaviors as the crack propagated past the inclusion were clearly observed.
1.3.3 Wave propagation
Physically, waves are classified into two types. The first are the progressive waves, which
move away from wave sources, the second are standing waves, which oscillate and cause
vibration of the medium particles. According to the energy concentration, progressive elastic
waves are divided into two types as well: body waves, which propagate inside a medium, and
surface waves, which propagate on the surface of a medium. Moreover, both of these kinds of
waves are divided again; the body waves are longitudinal waves and transverse waves while
the surface waves are divided into two principal waves: Love waves and Rayleigh waves.
In this study, we will only deal with elastic body waves. Body waves consist of two
principal waves: longitudinal waves, which appear first and are therefore called primary
waves (P-waves) where all the particles of the medium move in the direction in which the
wave is travelling, and transverse waves which are also called secondary waves (S-waves)
where the particles move in perpendicular direction from the wave movement direction.
The presence of a discontinuity in material properties generally produces a significant
influence on a system of waves propagating through the medium [53]. When elastic waves
impinge on the interface of two different media, reflected and refracted waves appear with
different angles made with the interface line. Any incident wave at the interface of two
elastic solid bodies will introduce compressional (longitudinal) and distortional (transverse)
waves in both media [54]. In 1898 Bromwich [55] found solutions for four elastic problems.
He investigated the effect of gravity on Rayleigh waves in three problems by applying the
equations derived by Love [56] for an incompressible material while in the fourth problem
he studied the layered half-space considering a very thin layer of compressible material.
Biot [57] investigated the effects of initial stress on the propagation of Rayleigh waves in
an elastic medium. He considered several cases of initial stress. The influence of initial stress
only appears in the elastic coefficients of material for the case of the uniform hydrostatic
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pressure. With a uniform pressure gradient, initial stress causes coupling between longitu-
dinal and transverse waves. Also, the amplitude of the wave decreases exponentially with
depth because of the gravity, and this effect increases with the wavelength. Finally, when
the medium is under initial vertical compression, only the rotational waves are affected, and
the velocity in the horizontal direction is higher than in the vertical.
In a theoretical study, the transmission of a plane elastic waves in layered media was in-
vestigated by Thomson [58] using the matrix method. He considered different materials for
the layers with different thicknesses values. Philippacoulos [59] considered Rayleigh waves
in a partially saturated layered half-space. He investigated this problem under plane strain
conditions. Muskat and Meres [60] studied plane waves in an elastic media problem. They
created systematic tables for the reflection and transmission coefficients as functions in inci-
dent angles for various types of interfaces. Wang et al. [61], also solved the propagation of
SH-waves in a layered half-space problem in the presence of friction at the contact interface.
The effects of various parameters such as shearing traction are discussed in light of their
numerical results. Recently, Liu et al. [62] studied the propagation of SH surface waves in a
layered piezoelectric half-space. They investigated the effect of the interfacial imperfection
on the propagation velocity and the effect of a piezoelectric layer on the dispersive behavior.
Destrade and Saccomandi [63], also studied the propagation of finite amplitude waves in elas-
tic compressible materials. They derived solutions for the corresponding general equations
of motion. Their results agreed with the well-known results of Carroll [64].
The research reported here investigates the effect of a negative Poisson’s ratio on the
amplitude of propagating elastic waves. Lipsett and Beltzer [65] are among the few people
who have studied the effect of an auxetic material on wave propagation. They reconsidered
several elastic wave problems for a material with a negative Poisson’s ratio. They showed
in their numerical results that the negative Poisson’s ratio gives different results than that
of the positive one in some cases. For the problem of longitudinal wave impinging on a free
surface, they reported that the reflected amplitude ratio is equal -1 at zero incident angle.
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Also, the reflected amplitude is equal to zero for two nonzero incident angles if Poissons
ratio (ν) is less than 0.26, where it is totally reflected as a transverse wave. This case is
known as total mode conversion. For positive Poissons ratio there is always just one reflected
transverse wave except at the extreme angles corresponding to normal and grazing incidence
angles (angles 0o and 90o). For Rayleigh waves, they obtained interesting results. They
showed the relationship between the wave speed ratios (the ratio between Rayleigh wave
speed (cR) and the transverse (cT ) and longitudinal (cL) wave speeds) and Poissons ratio
for the range −1 < ν < 0.5. They found that the maximum in cR/cT is near ν = −0.25
and the longitudinal speed wave increases as the auxeticity of material increase. Also, they
concluded that the maximum vertical displacement for an auxetic material occurs at the
surface, while for typical material it occurs inside the material. However, the magnitude of
horizontal surface displacement becomes nearly equal to that of the vertical displacement
and both decay more rapidly as Poisson’s ratio tends to -1.
Recently, Lim et al. [66] investigated the effect of the change in Poisson’s ratio from
positive (typical material) to negative (auxetic material) on the velocity of wave propagation
in four different types of elastic waves. The results were interesting where the auxetic material
has a different effect on each type of waves. They investigated the effect of negative Poisson’s
ratio on the velocity of elastic wave in isotropic material for four types of elastic waves,
longitudinal waves in prismatic bars, plane waves of dilatation, plane waves of distortion
and surface waves. The velocity of longitudinal waves in prismatic bars was found to be
higher than that of the plane waves of distortion for a typical material, but the difference
decrease in this case for auxetic material in the range −0.5 < ν < 0. Also, the velocity of
the longitudinal waves in prismatic bars is lower than that of the plane waves of distortion
for auxetic material in the intermediate range −0.733 < ν < −0.5, and lower than that of
the surface waves for auxetic material in the high range −1 < ν < − 0.733. Furthermore,
the velocity of the surface waves is slightly lower than that of the plane waves of distortion
for a typical material, but the difference becomes larger when auxetic material is considered.
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Goldstein et al. [67] compared the behavior of Rayleigh and Love surface waves in both
auxetic and non-auxetic materials. It was found that the behavior of the Rayleigh and Love
waves strongly depends on Poisson’s ratio of the half-space in the Rayleigh case and on the
two Poisson’s ratios for the covering layer and the lower half-space in the Love case. They
showed in their results that the Rayleigh wave velocity increases with decreasing Poissons
ratio, and it increases especially rapidly for negative Poisson’s ratios less than −0.75. Also,
it is shown that, in the case of an incompressible thin covering layer, the velocity of the
first mode of the Love waves strongly increases for negative Poisson’s ratios of the half-space
material. For negative Poisson’s ratios, the Love wave in a layer and a half-space is mainly
localized in the covering layer for any values of its thickness and weakly penetrates into the
half-space.
Very recently, Lim [68] studied the effect of negative Poisson’s ratio on vibration of
thick plates. He considered the natural frequency of a Mindlin plate related to that of
a Kirchhoff plate upon comparing the shear deformation in four cases, with and without
rotary inertia, and the use of constant and variable shear correction factors. The results
obtained recommend that the use of Mindlin plate theory with constant shear correction
factor and no rotary inertia is sufficient to approximate the case of Mindlin plates of variable
shear correction factor with rotary inertia when the plate’s Poisson’s ratio is positive. When
the plate is auxetic, the natural frequency for the Mindlin plate is overestimated when at
least one of the simplifying assumptions is used and the overestimation is especially large
when both assumptions are used. As such, both the variable shear correction factor and
rotary inertia must be taken into account when calculating the natural frequency of thick
auxetic plates. The results also show that as the Poisson’s ratio of the plate becomes more
negative, the natural frequency of Mindlin-to-Kirchhoff plates increases.
1.4 BEM/ SGBEM and Green’s Function
The boundary element method (BEM) is a numerical method used to solve complex prob-
lems which are difficult or impossible to solve analytically. More precisely, it is a numerical
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computational method for solving linear partial differential equations which have been for-
mulated as integral equations. In other words, it is a collection of numerical techniques
for solving some basic partial differential equations (PDE). It is a powerful numerical tech-
nique for solving a wide variety of computational engineering and science problems, such as
geo-mechanics, structural mechanics, electro-magnetics, acoustic, hydraulics, low Reynolds
number hydrodynamics, biomechanics, off-shore structures and cathodic protection [69].
The mathematical foundations of the boundary element method include the theorems
of Gauss, Green and Stokes which reduce the volume differential equation to a boundary
integral equation [70], [71]. A distinguishing feature of this approach, as opposed to com-
monly employed ”volume methods” such as finite element or finite differences, is that only
the boundary of the domain is discretized, thereby reducing the dimension of problem by
one. Also there are more advantages for using BEM such as the high accuracy for the
stresses and displacements results, using less number of nodes and elements which means
less computational time, and there is less data which reduces the computational effort and
time.
The BEM is based upon transforming the differential equation (DE) into an integral
equation (IE), this integral equation is valid everywhere inside the domain, on the bound-
ary, and even the exterior to the domain, but it is usually the on-boundary form that is of
interest. Many algorithms have been employed to approximate the solution of the boundary
integral equation (BIE) numerically. The Symmetric Galerkin Boundary Element Method
(SGBEM) is used in this dissertation. Also, we will consider and review the formulation of
the SGBEM for the elasticity problems.
1.4.1 Green’s Function for Potential problems
The transformation from differential to integral equation is made possible by employing
Green’s function (G). In the boundary element analysis, The Green’s function is considered
to be the fundamental solution to the governing differential equation. in both potential and
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elasticity problems, the main ideas needed for BEM analysis are similar to each other.
We review the BEM for Laplace’s equation. For two dimension (2D), the fundamental











∇2G(P,Q) = −δ(P,Q) (1.6)
P and Q are called the source and the field points, respectively, δ is the Dirac delta function,
and r is the absolute distance between points Q and P (see Figure 1.1 ),
Figure 1.1: A domain Ω with boundary Γ the source point P and field point Q.
where
r = |R| = |Q− P | =
√
(xQ − xP )2 + (yQ − yP )2 + (zQ − zP )2 (1.7)
R is the unnormalized tangent vector, which is illustrated in Figure 1.2.
The corresponding normal derivative with respect to n is
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and the second corresponding normal derivative with respect to N is
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where n = n(Q) is the unit normal to the boundary at point Q, N = N(P) is the unit
normal to the boundary at point P . So, ∂n indicates a derivative with respect to the coor-
dinates of Q, and ∂N indicates a derivative with respect to coordinates of P . For fixed P ,
G(P,Q) satisfies the Laplace equation everywhere except at Q = P . G is symmetric in its
two arguments, G(P,Q) = G(Q,P ), so the roles of P and Q can be reversed.
Figure 1.2: The un-normalized tangent vector between the field and source points (|R| =
|Q− P |).





and its normal derivatives are
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The divergence of Green’s function and its normal derivatives at Q = P means that the nu-
merical implementation of BEM for P ∈ Γ must include the evaluation of singular integrals.
When r → 0 or P = Q, there is singularity in Green’s function. The singularity in 3D case
behaves as 1
r
, which is worse than the log(1
r
) for 2D case. Note that the singularity in normal
derivative is worse than for G as is clear in the previous equations, Eqs.(1.5, 1.8, 1.9, 1.10,
1.11 and 1.12).
Green’s second identity is used to transform Laplace equation, ∇2φ = 0, in the domain
Ω ∈ R3 with boundary Γ, from partial deferential equation (PDE) of potential function
φ(x, y, z) to a boundary integral equation (BIE) as










dQ = 0 (1.13)
Here, φ(Q) is in fact an exact solution of the Laplace equation, G(P,Q) is a known function
(Green’s function), and χ(P ) is the characteristic function of the open domain,
χ(P ) =

1 P ∈ Ω
1/2 P ∈ Γ , Γ is smooth
(1− α
2π
) P ∈ Γ , Γ is not smooth
0 P 6∈ Ω ∩ Γ.
(1.14)
where α is the interior angle of the corner at P . P ∈ Γ is a more delicate issue, due to the
important fact that G(P,Q) is singular when P = Q. The corresponding equation for the
normal derivative of φ is
















dQ = 0 (1.15)
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After discretizing the boundary integral equation (BIE), eq. (1.13) and introducing approx-
imations for φ and ∂φ
∂n





where H = ∂
∂n





















where the subscript u indicates an unknown boundary value and a subscript bv indicates a
known boundary value.
1.4.2 Green’s Function for Elasticity problems
In order to understand and review the BEM analysis for fracture, first of all we should
review the Green’s function for elastic problem. Newton’s second law expresses the motion
of a linear isotropic material in equilibrium by the equations
σji,j + Fi = ρ
∂2ui
∂t2
, (i, j = 1, 2, 3) (1.18)
where σji = σij is the stress tensor, σji,j =
∂σji
∂xj
, Fi are the body forces, ρ is the mass density
and ui are the displacements. The equilibrium equations, in the absence of the body forces
and when the displacements are not function in time, become
σji,j = 0 (1.19)
For isotropic homogeneous solid Hooke’s Law written as
σij = λδijεkk + 2µεij, (k = 1, 2, 3) (1.20)
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(ui,j + uj,i) (1.21)
where λ and µ are the first and second Lamé parameters, and δij is the Kronecker delta. By
substituting the strain-displacement equations in the stress equations, then substituting in
the equilibrium equations, the following equation is obtained:
µui,jj + (λ+ µ)uj,ij = 0 or
uj,ij
(1− 2ν)
+∇2ui = 0 (1.22)
The governing equations obtained in two last forms, Eq. (1.22) are called Navier-Cauchy
equations.
To solve the Navier-Cauchy equations, we use a function of the displacements, such as
the Galerkin vector, to make the governing equation more ready for analytical solution [72].
The displacements are given in terms of derivatives of gi [72] as




substituting into the Navier-Cauchy equations yields
∇2gi(∇2gi) = 0 (1.24)
The solution of previous equation (1.24) is the fundamental solution for the isotropic elastic












where ei indicates unit vectors and i = 1, 2, 3.
The reciprocal work theorem forms the basis of the BIE formulation [72]. For elastic
problems, the reciprocal theorem is used to obtain the Somigliana first identity for displace-
ments which is singular boundary integral equation (BIE). This mathematical process starts











where the superscripts, 1 and 2, indicates two different solution states and V is the domain
volume. By using Hooke’s law (σij = Cijklεkl), the symmetry of stiffness (Cijkl = Cklij),
substituting the displacement into the strains and using the fundamental solutions, (see for







Tij(P,Q) uj(Q) dQ (1.28)
where tj and uj are the traction and displacement vectors, respectively, Γ is the domain
boundary, Uij and Tij are the Kelvin kernel tensors. For plane strain problem the Kelvin











{(1− 2ν)δij + 2r,i r,j} − (1− 2ν)(njr,i − nir,j)
]
(1.30)
where r,i = ∂r/∂xi, ri = xi(Q)− xi(P ) and ∂r/∂n = r,ini.
For a point (P ) interior to the domain the stress can be obtained by differentiating the
previous BIE for displacement Eq. (1.28). Using that equation another time (Somigliana
first identity of displacement) and substituting the displacement into Hooke’s law we get the









Sijk(P,Q) uj(Q) dQ (1.31)












{(1− 2ν)δkir,j + ν(δijr,k + δjkr, i)− 4r,ir,jr,k}
+2ν(nir,jr,k + nkr,ir,j) + (1− 2ν)(2njr,kr,i + δijnk + δjkni)
−(1− 4ν)δkinj
] (1.33)
where r2 = riri, µ is shear modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio and δij is Kronecker delta.
1.4.3 Approximations and solution
As with all partial differential equations, it is required to give some additional information
in order to obtain a solution. Here, this supplemental information is the boundary conditions
which are usually given for every boundary point Q. For Laplace problem, the boundary
condition is given as either the value φ(Q), or its normal derivative,
∂φ
∂n








) · n (1.34)
In elasticity problems, either the displacement or traction is specified at each boundary point.
The goal of a boundary element solution is to complete the knowledge of the boundary infor-
mation, (potential and flux in potential problems, or in the case of elasticity, displacement
and traction). BEM is most suitable for applications that only need a boundary solution.
Interior values can be computed from Eq.(1.13). Eq.(1.13) provides an infinite number of
equations, to balance the infinite number of unknown boundary values. Numerical approxi-
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mations are used to reduce this to finite system of equations that can be solved. The main
point of the transfer from volume methods to the boundary method is that the numerical ap-
proximations in BEM are limited to the boundary. The approximations are the interpolation
of Γ and the boundary values but only the boundary has to be discretized. This provides
significant benefits. In BEM, we treat the boundary potential and its normal derivative on
equal footing. Thus, unknown values of the derivative are solved for directly, on the other
hand the standard finite element method obtains an approximate potential everywhere in
the domain and then must differentiate this approximation to get any required derivatives
which incurs a loss of accuracy.
1.4.3.1 Collocation and Galerkin
For obtaining a numerical solution, there are two fundamental procedures that are gen-
erally applied to reduce the continuous integral equations, Eqs.(1.13) and (1.15) in potential
problem and Eqs.(1.28) and (1.31) in elastic problem, to a finite system. The simpler pro-
cedure is the collocation approach wherein the boundary integral equations are explicitly
enforced at a finite set of points. In its simplest form, these collocation points are selected
to be the nodes used to discretize the boundary.
A collocation approximation of Eq.(1.13), in potential problems can be simply written
as: U(Pk) = 0, where Pk, 1 ≤ K ≤ M are the selected boundary points. This gives the
M equations required to solve for unknown values. Collocation necessarily leads to non-
symmetric matrices. On the other hand, the Galerkin approach does not require that the




ψk(P )U(P )dP = 0 (1.35)
∫
Γ
ψk(P )F (P )dP = 0 (1.36)
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Where ψk(P ) are the chosen weight functions. The required M equations can be generated
by a suitable selection of M weights. Here we define the weight function ψk(P ) as the shape
functions that are non-zero at the node Pk.
Mathematically, collocation is a strong solution, the equations are satisfied at the se-
lected points, whereas Galerkin is a weak solution [70]. The Galerkin solution is the linear
combination that is the closest to exact solution. In general, Galerkin is more accurate than
collocation, and also provides a more accurate solution at the boundary corners. In addition,
the primary advantage of Galerkin is that the treatment of hypersingular integrals is in fact
much easier than with collocation.
For the elasticity problem, an equation similar to Eq. (1.13) can be written as






Uij(P,Q) tj(Q) dQ (1.37)
This is the displacement BIE. The stress BIE is also needed for the symmetric Galerkin
boundary element method (SGBEM) where the interior and exterior stress equations are
obtained by differentiating the displacement Eq. (1.28) with respect to point P . The dis-
placement and stress equations, Eqs. (1.28) and (1.31), for shortcut and simplicity can be
rewritten as






Uij(P,Q) tj(Q) dQ (1.38)
and






Dijk(P,Q) tj(Q) dQ (1.39)






Dijk(P,Q) tj(Q) dQ (1.40)




ij are the interior and exterior stress
equations, respectively. In Galerkin approach, as it’s discussed previously in this section,
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the BIE’s are enforced in a weighted average sense
∫
Γ
ψk(P )wi(P ) = 0 (1.41)
∫
Γ
ψk(P )Σ(P ) = 0 (1.42)
Where ψk(P ) are the chosen weight functions as mentioned previously. Interchanging the
derivative with integral is allowed if P is off the boundary due to the symmetry properties
of Green’s function, thus interior and exterior equations are mathematically appropriate.
However, treating the singularity in Eq. (1.38) is necessary to achieve symmetric matrices
in the SGBEM.
After discretizing the boundary integral equation, Eq.(1.37) we got the following form










Tij(P,Q) uj(Q) dΓn (1.43)
Numerical integration such as Simpson’s rules, trapezoidal and Gauss-Legendre quadrature
is frequently used. In most boundary element method programs, Gauss-Legendre quadrature
is typically used for integrations when P and Q are not on the same element. Kelvin kernels,
Uij and Tij are easy to be calculated for any pair of points, but it is not trivial to integrate
these functions over the boundary element Γn, analytically.
For approximating the values of displacement (uj) and traction (tj), we consider the dis-
crete points as nodes for the boundary elements. At these nodes, the values of displacement
and traction will be interpolated. Also, at any other point on the element, the displacement
and traction can be found by interpolating from the nodes which made possible through
using the shape functions. The quadratic continuous element has a set of shape functions,










ξ(ξ + 1) (1.44)
Figure 1.3: The quadratic continuous element with three nodes.
The displacement and the traction (uj and tj) at any point on the element can then be










where ui(ξk) and ti(ξk) are the nodal displacement ui and traction ti, respectively at node
ξk. By substituting the equations of displacement (Eq. 1.45) and traction (Eq. 1.46) in Eq.
(1.43) in interpolated forms we obtain

















where J is the Jacobian of the transformation from cartesian coordinate (xk) to local coor-
dinate (ξk). Also, we can write the previous equation, Eq. (1.47) as
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where N is the number of nodes, unj and t
n
j are the displacements and tractions at node “n”












Uij ψkJ dξ (1.51)
H and G are 2×2 matrices in two dimensions and 3×3 in three dimensions case.
In Galerkin approach, the field and source points P and Q are treated equally,and thus
it is possible to produce a symmetric coefficient matrix, the symmetric Galerkin boundary
element method (SGBEM) [70]. Also, the integral kernels are symmetric. Thus if the
displacement is known everywhere on the boundary, the BIE of displacement leads to a
symmetric system of equations for the unknown tractions. Also, if the traction is known
on the entire boundary, the BIE of traction yields symmetric system of equation for the
unknown displacement. However, the displacement equation is employed on the part of the
boundary where displacement is known, while the traction equation is employed on the part
of the boundary where traction is specified to produce symmetric linear equations. In the
end of Galerkin formulation, and after evaluating the kernel tensors Uij, Tij, Dijk and Sijk,


















where u∗ and t∗ are unknown displacement and traction values, respectively and ubv and tbv
are the known displacement and traction values on the boundary. Equation (1.52) can be
rewritten in brief form as
H u = G t, (1.53)
where u and t are vectors of displacement and traction nodal values, respectively. They
contain either known or unknown value. H and G are 3N × 3N square matrices. By
rearranging the previous Eq. (1.53) to bring the unknown values to the left hand side and
taking the known values to the right hand side we obtain the linear system in the form
Ax = b, (1.54)
The vector x contains all the unknown nodal values of displacement and traction on the
boundary, which is easy to solve by using any numerical method such as Gauss elimination.
After finding the unknown boundary values of displacement and traction, the displacement
and stress at any internal point can be computed directtly from the discretized Eqs. (1.28)
and (1.31), respectively.
1.4.4 Singular and Hypersingular Integrals in BIE’s
The singularities of the fundamental solutions requires more analysis when the source
point P located on the boundary, or when P and Q are located on the same element. The
boundary integral equations for the potential and elasticity problems involve the Greens
function G(P,Q) (fundamental solution) and its first and second derivatives. These func-
tions are divergent when P = Q, the singularity becoming progressively worse with higher
derivatives [70]. The integral of Green’s function is indicated as “singular” integral and its
second derivative is termed “hypersingular”.
Roughly, there are three types of singularities in boundary integral equations, coincident
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case, edge adjacent case and vertex adjacent case as illustrated in Figure 1.4. However,
special quadrature necessary to handle singularities that occur when the source point of the
integration is a member of the element being integrated must be considered for each of the
three points defining a quadratic element [75]. The situation in three dimensions is naturally
much more complicated, as singularities appear all along the edge shared by two elements
[76]. Two types of singular integrals arise in a two dimensional calculation, coincident and
adjacent where two elements are sharing a common node, and in three dimensions, there
are two varieties of adjacent integration, adjacent elements may share a common edge or a
common vertex [77].
 




Figure 1.5: Coincident case and deforming the contour [78].
Many techniques are used for defining and computing the singular integrals [70]. One of
these techniques is to define the boundary equation as a limit as P approaches the boundary,
of either the interior or exterior equation. In the singularity case when the source point
located on the boundary Γ, it’s surrounded with a small circle of radius ε and the solution
is examined when ε → 0 which result new boundaries Γ + Γε. We know that the BIE of
displacement is






Uij(P,Q) tj(Q) dQ (1.55)
This equation provides solution for the displacement for all the locations of P either interior
or exterior the domain or located on the boundary (Γ). The solution can not be trivial when
P ∈ Γ. The integrals in the BIEs for both the potential and elasticity problems ( Eqs. (1.13)
and (1.38)) are singular. Therefore, they need more examination and treatment. For the
singularity of integration, Sutradhar et al. [70] present an approach to solve these kind of
integrals. This approach defines the boundary integral as a limit as the source point (P )
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approaches the boundary from inside or outside the boundary. It’s found that it’s necessary
to establish that these limits exist. Also, finding the boundary limit is essential to be able to
handle the corresponding equation for its normal derivatives in equations (1.39) and (1.40).
The kernels Uij and Tij in Eq. (1.38) are singular at Q = P , they behave as log(r) and
r−1 for two dimensions, respectively. when r → 0. Also, in Eqs. (1.39) and (1.40), the
kernels Dijk and Sijk have higher order singularities, behaving as r
−1 and r−2, respectively.
Galerkin approach is used because it is very effective in dealing with the hypersingular kernels
beside the fact that Galerkin has high accuracy, produces symmetry and deal easier with
corner integration, whereas collocation fails to treat this type of singularity. The singular
integration algorithm is based upon the fact that the displacement and stress equations, Eqs.
(1.38) and (1.39) or (1.40) are defined only for P off the boundary, so the limit of singular
integral evaluated as P approaches the boundary either from inside or outside the domain.
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CHAPTER 2
SINGULARITIES IN AUXETIC BI-MATERIALS
The motivation for the present chapter is to investigate problems in elastic bimaterials
when one portion of the bimaterial is auxetic. Typical problems of this nature are the free-
edge singularity (which can be useful in investigating delaminatation failures in bimaterials)
and the interface crack problem. To generalize the problem, we present results for both
the free-edge and interface crack problems over the entire range of permissible Poisson ratios
where the effect of a material becoming auxetic on the stress singularity order may be readily
seen. It is important to refer that this chapter is based on a published paper [79]
2.1 Singularities in bimaterials
We consider the general bimaterial problem shown in Figure 2.1. Both Material 1 and
Material 2 are taken to be linear, elastic, isotropic, and homogeneous. Material 1 has Pois-
son’s ratio ν1 and shear modulus µ1, and Material 2 has ν2 and µ2. We will assume the two
materials are perfectly bonded at the planar interface so displacements and tractions are
continuous across the interface. The local polar coordinate system r, θ is positioned at the
root of the notch, and the notch-face angle φ is assumed to be symmetric with respect to
the interface. There are, in general, four types of problems which are special cases of Figure
2.1 determined by the notch-face angle, φ. Here we will focus on two specific problems: the
free-edge problem (φ = π/2) and the interface crack problem (φ = π). Of interest in all four
of these problems is the nature of the increase in stress (if any) as r → 0.
2.2 Formulation
In this section, we review the analytical solution for the bimaterial wedge as introduced
in previous papers, see for example [27, 80]. Typical solutions use an Airy stress function in
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Figure 2.1: General elastic bimaterial problem.
polar coordinates, ψ(r, θ) [81], written in each portion of the bimaterial,
ψj(r, θ) = r
δ Fj(θ), j = 1, 2 (2.1)
where Fj(θ) can be determined from the governing differential equation for ψ, ∇4ψ = 0. The
stress components in each portion of the bimaterial are then
σ(j)rr = (δ + 1) r
δ {δ[Aj sin δθ −Bj cos δθ]
−(δ + 2)[Cj sin(δ + 2)θ +Dj cos(δ + 2)θ]} (2.2)
σ
(j)
rθ = (δ + 1)r
δ {δ[Aj cos δθ +Bj sin δθ]
+(δ + 2)[Cj cos(δ + 2)θ −Dj sin(δ + 2)θ]} (2.3)
σ
(j)
θθ = (δ + 1)(δ + 2)r
δ {Aj sin δθ +Bj cos δθ
+ Cj sin(δ + 2)θ +Dj cos(δ + 2)θ} (2.4)
where j = 1, 2 indicating if the stress component is in Material 1 or Material 2.
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{(δ + νj(δ + 2)) [Aj sin δθ −Bj cos δθ]







{−(νj(δ + 2) + (δ + 6))[Aj cos δθ +Bj sin δθ]
+(δ + 2)(1 + νj)[Cj cos(δ + 2)θ +Dj sin(δ + 2)θ]} (2.6)
For continuity of displacement and traction at the interface, θ = 0,
u(1)r (r, 0) = u
(2)
r (r, 0), u
(1)
θ (r, 0) = u
(2)
θ (r, 0) (2.7)
σ
(1)
θθ (r, 0) = σ
(2)
θθ (r, 0), σ
(1)
rθ (r, 0) = σ
(2)
rθ (r, 0) (2.8)
Finally, the traction-free surface conditions are
σ
(1)
θθ (r, φ) = σ
(2)
θθ (r,−φ) = σ
(1)
rθ (r, φ) = σ
(2)
rθ (r,−φ) = 0 (2.9)
Substituting the stress and displacement equations in the boundary and continuity condi-
tions, we obtain eight linear equations in the eight unknown values of Aj, Bj, Cj, and Dj
which can be written in matrix form as Ax = 0. For a non-trivial solution we then have
detA=0, which yields the singularity order δ.
2.3 The Free-Edge Problem
For this problem, we consider the effects of an auxetic material on the singularity at the
intersection between an interface and the free surface of the bimaterial. Following [32], the
singularity order for φ = π/2 can be computed from
detA = −44(δ + 1)2 [(1− ν1)µ2 + (1− ν2)µ1]2 ∆(δ) = 0 (2.10)
where
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∆(δ) = (β2 − 1)S4 +
[















(κ2 − 1)µ1 − (κ1 − 1)µ2













(3− νj)/(1 + νj) Plane Stress
3− 4νj Plane Strain
In the majority of the literature (see, for example, [82]), physically admissible values for the
Dundurs constants are restricted to lie within the parallelogram enclosed by α = ±1 and
α−4β = ±1 in the (α, β) plane. However, this result assumes that Poisson’s ratio is positive.
If we consider auxetic materials, the bounds on α remain unchanged but the values of β are
no longer bound to lie within the parallelogram given above.
To examine the influence of one portion of the bimaterial becoming auxetic, we calculate
the singularity order, δ, from Eq.(2.11) as we vary ν1. For this calculation we leave ν2 = 0.30
and allow the elastic moduli ratio, E1
E2
to vary. The first set of results are shown in Figure 2.2,
where we plot δ as a function of ν1. We take values of ν1 across the entire range of permissible
values of the Poisson ratio, −1 ≤ ν1 ≤ 0.5. Note in the figure that the singularity order, δ,
becomes increasingly negative as E1
E2
is increased for fixed ν1. Also, once Material 1 becomes
auxetic (ν1 < 0), the singularity order is significantly effected by the Poisson ratio. In
certain cases the singularity order decreases over 18% due to Material 1 becoming auxetic.
Finally, in Figure 2.2 we note that for E1
E2
= 2, the singularity disappears when ν1 decreases
below -0.4. This is explored in more detail in Figure 2.3 for moduli ratios of 1.5 ≤ E1
E2
≤ 4.5.
In Figure 2.3, note that if E1
E2
≥ 3, the singularity can not be eliminated.
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2.4 The Interface Crack Problem
For this problem, we investigate the effect of an auxetic material on the singularity at
the tip of an interface crack, that is, when φ = π. The stress field near the tip of the crack
varies as [83]
σ ∼ r−1/2[cos or sin](Im(δ) log r)
where the second term arises from the imaginary part of the singularity order and is usually










where the µj are the shear moduli.
When the two portions of the bimaterial are closely matched elastically, the imaginary
part of the singularity order is very small as expected, vanishing if µ1/µ2=1. In Figure 2.4
we have plotted Im(δ) for a variety of µ1/µ2 ratios as a function of ν1. As with the free-
edge problem, we have kept ν2 = 0.30 for these calculations. We note in the figure that,
in general, a negative Poisson’s ratio causes the oscillatory singularity to decrease when
compared to cases where the Poisson’s ratio is positive. Of particular interest are cases, such
as µ1/µ2 = 7.5, where the decrease due to the ν1 becoming negative can actually drive Im(δ)
to zero. In Table 2.1 we present values for ν1 where Im(δ)=0 for various µ1/µ2 ratios. For
example if µ1/µ2 = 4.0 and ν1 = −0.3, the crack-tip singularity will be purely real.
Table 2.1: Values of ν1 where Im(δ)=0 (ν2 = 0.3).
µ1/µ2 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5
ν1 0.2 0.1 0.0 -0.1 -0.2 -0.3 -0.4 -0.5 -0.6 -0.7 -0.8 -0.9 -1.0
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2.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have investigated stress singularities in elastic bimaterials where we al-
low the Poisson’s ratio of one portion of the bimaterial to vary completely over−1 < ν < 0.5.
Our motivation for this study comes from recent discoveries of auxetic materials, and how
this might affect stress singularities in such problems. We found that when one portion of the
bimaterial becomes auxetic, the effect on either the free-edge or interface crack singularity
can be profound, even causing it to vanish given appropriate values of the remaining elastic
constants. As more auxetic materials are developed, this fact could lead to strategies helping
to suppress delamination or fracture failures in these bimaterials.
Figure 2.2: Singularity order δ for the free-edge problem as a function of ν1 (with ν2 = 0.30)
for 2 ≤ ε = E1/E2 ≤ 1000.
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Figure 2.3: Singularity order δ for the free-edge problem as a function of ν1 (with ν2 = 0.30)
for 1.5 ≤ ε ≤ 4.5.
Figure 2.4: Imaginary part of the singularity order δ for the interface crack problem as a
function of ν1 (with ν2 = 0.30) for 1.5 ≤ E1/E2 ≤ 1000.
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CHAPTER 3
INFLUENCE OF AUXETIC PARTICLES ON CRACK PATHS
The motivation for the present chapter is to investigate problems involving crack exten-
sion near auxetic particles. Of particular interest are the conditions required, in terms of
elastic constants, for a crack to either be deflected from or attracted to an auxetic particle.
Knowledge of such conditions may suggest potential toughening strategies in brittle mate-
rials reinforced with auxetic particles. We will use a symmetric Galerkin boundary element
method for our crack extension simulations. We first verify our simulations by performing
crack extension studies near isotropic inclusions, and compare our results with results avail-
able in the literature for these problems (for example, in Bush [49], Williams, et al. [52]). We
then investigate crack extension when the particle is auxetic, and present results in terms of
elastic modulus mismatch for attracting or defecting the crack from the particle. Finally, we
investigate the behavior of the mode-I and mode-II stress intensity factors as the the crack
approaches the particle.
3.1 Crack Extension Near a Particle
The general problem of a crack approaching a particle (or inclusion) is shown in Figure
3.1. With reference to the figure, we will use Ep and νp for the Young’s modulus and the
Poisson’s ratio for the particle, and Em and νm for the Young’s modulus and the Poisson’s
ratio for the matrix material. Both materials are considered isotropic, and we will be inter-
ested in the crack extension behavior for various ratios of the elastic moduli as νp becomes
negative. We consider the particle to be perfectly bonded to the matrix material, so at the
matrix-particle interface we have
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where ur, uθ are displacement components and σrr, σrθ are stress components in polar
coordinates, and the superscripts p and m indicate the particle and matrix, respectively.
The general problem of a crack interacting with a particle has been studied analytically
both for isotropic materials (see, for example, Tamate [85], Atkinson [86], Erdogan et al.
[87]) and for anisotropic problems (see, for example, Hwu et al. [88]). Bush [49] investigated
the interaction between a crack and an inclusion in a discontinuously reinforced material by
using a dual boundary element method (DBEM), combined with a maximum energy release
rate criterion for crack extension. The effects of particle size and location on the crack
path and on the energy release rate were studied. Simulations involving a single particle,
two particles, and a group of ten particles were reported. The accuracy of the method was
validated by analyzing a single-edge-notch fracture specimen and comparing the numerical
results with exact solutions.
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Williams, et al. [52] used a symmetric Galerkin boundary element method (SGBEM)
to study numerically the effects of elastic constant mismatch on the crack path behavior
in a reinforced brittle composite material in the presence of one or more inclusions. The
simulation utilized a multi-zone SGBEM, and used a modified quarter-point crack tip element
(Gray et al. [51]) for accurate crack-tip stress field modeling. Stress intensity factors were
computed using a displacement correlation technique and the maximum principal stress
criterion was used for predicting the crack propagation direction. Extensive validation studies
were reported for the problem of a single particle in an infinite plate by comparing the
numerical results with the results reported in Hwu et al. [88].
Perhaps most relevant to the study reported here is the paper by Knight et al. [89] where
the problem of a crack approaching either a coated or uncoated inclusion was studied. The
authors found that the Poisson’s ratio of the different phases (matrix and inclusion) could
have a significant effect on the crack trajectory. It was also shown that the energetics involved
in the process of crack defection were dramatically altered by the Poisson ratio mismatch.
For a crack approaching an uncoated elastic inclusion, the authors concluded that by simply
modifying the Poisson’s ratio mismatch the rate at which the crack propagates, and the
crack defection/attraction mechanism can be controlled. We note that Knight et al. [89]
only considered 0 < ν < 0.5; our work can be considered an extension of their analysis to
cases where the inclusion becomes auxetic.
3.2 Fracture Analysis by the SGBEM
The symmetric Galerkin formulation for boundary integral equations in two-dimensional
isotropic linear elastostatics has been extensively reported on in the literature and we will not
review it here (see, for example, the book by Sutradhar et al. [70]). The SGBEM has several
advantages for crack-extension problems (Williams, et al. [52]): the formulation yields a
symmetric coefficient matrix; no subdomains are required to solve fracture problems; no
smoothness requirements are needed on the displacements for evaluating the hypersingular
integrals; and a smoother solution is obtained near geometric discontinuities.
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We will use three-noded quadratic elements for the boundary element calculations re-
ported here. We approximate both the boundary and the boundary functions using this
particular interpolation. Employing the parameter space t ∈ [0, 1], and defining t1 = 0,
t2 = 1/2 and t3 = 1, the shape functions are defined as
ψ1(t) = (1− t)(1− 2t),
ψ2(t) = 4t(1− t), (3.1)
ψ3(t) = t(2t− 1),







where αi can be the boundary displacement ui, the boundary traction ti, or the boundary
geometry xi, or yi. α
`
i is the nodal value of αi.
Let the elastostatic problem be posed in the domain Ω with outer boundary Γ = ∂Ω
Further, let the portion of the outer boundary with displacement boundary conditions be Γu
and the portion of the boundary with traction boundary conditions be Γt, so Γ = Γu∪Γt. If
a crack of boundary Γc is added to the domain, the new total boundary becomes
∗
Γ = Γ∪Γc
(see Figure 3.2). The crack is composed of two symmetrically loaded surfaces Γ+c and Γ
−
c
which are initially coincident. Let
∗
Γt = Γt + Γ
+
c . In this case, the displacement and traction
boundary integral equations (BIEs) are written as
∗
uk(P ) = uk(P ) +
∫
Γ+c
Tkj(P,Q)∆uj(Q)dQ = 0 (3.3)
∗





Skj`(P,Q)∆uj(Q)dQ = 0 (3.4)
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Figure 3.2: A domain containing a crack.
where Tkj and Skj` are the usual Kelvin kernels used in boundary element analysis, P,Q
are the source and field point locations, respectively, and n+` is the outward normal vector
to Γ+c . In these equations, the displacement jump vector ∆uj across the crack surfaces is
used as the unknown on the crack. As a result, only one crack surface, e.g., Γ+c , needs to
be discretized. It is well known that the traction boundary integral equation, Eq. (3.4), is
essential for treating crack geometries.
The use of ∆uj as the unknown on the crack as mentioned above is needed for obtaining








T k(P )dP = 0 (3.6)
For standard fracture analysis problems, wherein the boundary condition on the crack
is a specified traction, the symmetric-Galerkin procedure is remarkably simple: the above
prescription (writing the traction equation on the crack surface) retains the symmetry, with
the proviso that the unknowns on the fracture surface are now the jump in displacement,
and the complementary variable is the sum of the known tractions. See for example, Sirtori
et al. [90] and Bonnet et al. [74].
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The important detail that requires discussion is the crack front treatment. As is well
known, in linear elastic fracture mechanics the opening displacement at the crack front is
non-analytic, behaving as r1/2, where r is the distance to the tip. Obtaining accurate stress
intensity factors therefore requires that this behavior is incorporated into the numerical
model. Henshell and Shaw [91] and independently Barsoum [92], provided an easy way to do
this: they showed that by moving the mid-node coordinates (x2, y2) three fourths of the way
towards the tip, the parameter t becomes
√
r/L, with L the distance from (x1, y1) to (x3, y3).
As a consequence, the leading order term in ∆ujk at t = 0, which is t, is the correct square
root of distance. Note however, that the next term, which is t2, is r/L. Following Gray
and Paulino [93] this term should vanish, and the modification presented below replaces this
term with (r/L)3/2.
For the new approximation, we keep the representation of Γ(t) so that the property
t ≈
√
r remains, and the interpolation of the geometry remains quadratic. However for the
crack opening displacement (COD, the difference in displacement on the two sides of the








(4t3 − t). (3.7)
This additional contribution accomplishes the cancellation of the t2 ≈ r term, without
disturbing the interpolation, i.e., ψ̂`(tm) = δ`m. As might be expected, this alteration does
not radically alter the shape functions (see Figure 3.3) nor the eventual COD solution on the
crack. However, there are significant changes to the formulas for the stress intensity factors,
and this is reflected in much more accurate results for mixed mode problems, see Gray et al.
[51].
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Figure 3.3: Standard (Q2, Q3) and modified (M2,M3) quarter-point shape functions.
The results reported in this paper employ the Displacement Correlation Technique (DCT)
to compute the mode-I and mode-II stress intensity factors, KI , KII . With the modified
quarter-point element, accurate results can be achieved, even with this very simple evaluation




















where ∆un and ∆ut are the normal and tangential components of the displacement jump
vector, respectively, κ = 3 − 4ν for plane strain and κ = 3−ν
1+ν
for plane stress. As discussed
















where the nodes {B,C} are defined in Figure 3.4. Thus, KI , KII are given directly in terms
of the nodal values of the crack opening displacement on the crack tip element.
Figure 3.4: Crack tip element.
In order to extend the crack, a crack extension criterion must be selected. Here, we use
the maximum principal stress criterion of Erdogan and Sih [94] where the crack grows in a
direction perpendicular to the maximum principal stress. The crack extension angle, θc can
be calculated from the condition σrθ = 0 ahead of the crack as
KI sin θc +KII(3 cos θc − 1) = 0 (3.10)
The crack extension simulation can proceed in a straightforward manner by performing
the SGBEM analysis, computing KI , KII from Eq.(3.9), computing θc from Eq.(3.10), then
extending the crack by a small amount ∆a in the direction of the crack extension. The
crack extension is accomplished by adding a new modified quarter point element to the
tip of the crack, and reverting the previous crack-tip element to a standard element. For
the simulations reported on here, crack extension will only occur in the matrix material,
we terminate our calculations if the crack impinges on an interface due to the increased
complexity of the crack-tip stress field. As noted in Williams, et al. [52], the SGBEM with
modified quarter-point crack elements is capable of producing highly accurate results for
both crack path and stress intensities, even when the crack tip is extremely close to interface
boundaries.
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3.3 Effect of a Single Auxetic Particle on the Crack Path
In order to validate our analysis, we will use a problem geometry identical to that used
in Williams, et al. [52], see Figure 3.5, and benchmark our analysis against results for non-
auxetic particles. With reference to the figure, we will use L = 0.150 m and h = 0.04 m
in our calculations. The origin of coordinates is located at the crack tip, and the initial
crack length is h/4. The changes in crack length in the x and y directions are normalized
with respect to the half-length L/2 and the height of the beam, h, respectively. The particle
radius is denoted by r which is selected to be very small (r = 0.001 m). The particle is cen-
tered vertically in the beam but offset from the crack path an amount x = −r from the y-axis.
Figure 3.5: Three-point bend specimen.
We first consider non-auxetic particles, with νp/νm = 1, and compute the crack path
when Ep/Em varies from 2 to 16. We use 193 quadratic elements on the outer boundary
for this problem, 64 quadratic elements for the particle, and initially 10 elements for the
crack. We take crack extension increments of ∆a= 0.03 mm. These values provided good
agreement with published results. The results for the crack path are shown in Figure 3.6,
where the results from Williams, et al. [52] are also plotted, but are directly on top of the
results of our calculations. As such, we are confident in the accuracy of the results for the
subsequent analyses reported here. Note in the figure that for 2 ≤ Ep/Em ≤ 16 the crack
is always defected away from the particle when νp/νm = 1 with the amount of defection
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increasing with Ep/Em. It was also noted in Williams, et al. [52] that the ratio νp/νm only
has a slight influence on crack defection when Ep/Em is large, but has a pronounced effect
on the crack path at lower values of Ep/Em. This is consistent with the results reported in
Knight et al. [89].
Figure 3.6: Comparison of results with Williams, et al. (2007) [52] for non-auxetic particle-
crack interaction, νp/νm = 1. Note that the horizontal scale is expanded to emphasize the
crack path.
We next perform an analysis similar to our benchmark analysis, but the particle is taken
to be auxetic: νp/νm = −1. We investigate the effects of the mismatch in Young’s modulus
on crack extension by again varying Ep/Em from 2 to 16. Our simulation results are shown
in Figure 3.7. In contrast to the results shown in Figure 3.6 for the non-auxetic particle, we
see that for lower values of Ep/Em (Ep/Em = 2, 4) the auxetic particle actually attracts the
crack. When the particle is stiffer than the matrix material (Ep/Em = 8, 16) the crack is
defected away from the particle as it is in the case of the non-auxetic particle.
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Figure 3.7: Crack extension near an auxetic particle, νp/νm = −1. Note that the horizontal
scale is expanded to emphasize the crack path.
It is interesting to study the stress intensity factors as the crack approaches both a non-
auxetic and an auxetic particle. First, consider the case Ep/Em = 2 where the crack is
deflected from the non-auxetic particle, and is attracted (and perhaps pinned) for the aux-
etic particle. In Figure 3.8 we plot the mode-I stress intensity factor, KI , normalized by
the mode-I stress intensity factor for the three-point bending specimen in the absence of a
particle, KI0, as given in Tada, et al. [95]. The figure shows the normalized stress intensity
KI/KI0 plotted versus the normalized vertical crack-tip position, y/h. The effect of the
particle becoming auxetic is profound. As the crack approaches the particle, we see KI/KI0
decrease for the case of the non-auxetic particle, and increase for the case of the auxetic
particle.
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Figure 3.8: Normalized mode-I stress intensity factor versus crack-tip position for Ep/Em =
2, νp/νm = ±1.
The mode-II stress intensity factors are also dramatically effected by the particle becom-
ing auxetic. With reference to Figure 3.7 and Eq.(3.10), this must be true as the crack kinks
in an opposite direction (toward the particle) when compared to the crack extension toward
a non-auxetic particle. In Figure 3.9 we have plotted the normalized mode-II stress intensity
factor, KI/KI0, again for Ep/Em = 2 and νp/νm = ±1. In the case of the non-auxetic
particle (where the crack is deflected), the mode-II stress intensity is increasingly positive
as the crack approaches the particle, causing the crack to kink away from the particle and
deflect. In the case of the auxetic particle, the mode-II stress intensity is negative, causing
the crack to kink toward the particle.
We next consider the behavior of the stress intensity factors for a case where the crack
is defected away from the particle for both the auxetic and non-auxetic particle. We take
Ep/Em = 8, νp/νm = ±1, and plot KI/KI0 versus y/h in Figure 3.10. For this moduli
ratio we see the shielding of stress intensity commonly associated with a crack approaching
a particle, and the amplification of the stress intensity as the crack passes the particle. The
amount of shielding and amplification of the stress intensity is nearly identical for the auxetic
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Figure 3.9: Normalized mode-II stress intensity factor versus crack-tip position for Ep/Em =
2, νp/νm = ±1.
particle and the non-auxetic particle. It seems that once the crack is defected away from the
particle, the mode-I stress intensity is not effected significantly. However, the peak of the
shielded stress intensity occurs slightly sooner for the non-auxetic particle than it does for
the auxetic particle.
One natural question to ask concerns the crack extension behavior when the auxetic
particle is soft in comparison to the matrix material (Ep/Em < 1) versus when the particle
is relatively hard (Ep/Em > 1). Here we present results for soft and hard particles, comparing
the extension behavior when νp/νm = 1 and when νp/νm = −1 . We use Ep/Em = 0.5 for
the soft particle and Ep/Em = 2 for hard particle. As can be seen in Figure 3.11, the
crack is attracted to the auxetic inclusion, but this attraction varies slightly for the soft and
hard particles. If the particle is non-auxetic, the crack is attracted only towards the soft
inclusion, while defects away from the hard particle as shown in the figure. In summary,
we note that the soft particle attracts the crack whether it is auxetic or not. However, a
significant increase in the attraction can clearly be seen for the case of the auxetic particle.
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Figure 3.10: Normalized mode-I stress intensity factor versus crack-tip position for Ep/Em =
8, νp/νm = ±1.
Figure 3.11: Crack extension near a particle, νp/νm = ±1, for Ep/Em = 0.5 and Ep/Em = 2.
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Table 3.1: The behavior of crack path in presence of soft or hard particle.
No. Particle type νp/νm Crack behavior
1 soft 1 attracted
2 soft -1 attracted
3 hard 1 deflected
4 hard -1 attracted
3.4 Effect of Double Auxetic Particles on the Crack Path
Also, we have investigated the effect of two auxetic particles on the crack path direction.
The geometry of this problem is already described in the previous section and illustrated
in Figure 3.5, except that now an auxetic particle is added, which has the same elastic
constants, selected to be placed above the first particle and offset in the positive direction of
x, an amount r from the y-axis, where the two particles have the same horizontal tangential
line.
Figure 3.12: Effect of EP/Em on crack deflection in existence of two particles.
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As mentioned in the previous examples, in single particle case, the crack is attracted to
the first inclusion, as the Young’s modulus ratio (EP/Em) is less than 5. For large Young’s
modulus ratio, the crack deflects away from the first inclusion to collide with the second
inclusion as it passes through the small distance between the two inclusions as shown in
Figure 3.12.
3.5 Summary
We employed a symmetric Galerkin based boundary element method to analyze crack
extension near an auxetic particle. We found that the crack extension behavior can be
dramatically different near an auxetic particle when compared to extension behavior near
a non-auxetic particle. For values of Ep/Em = 2, 4 we found that the crack was attracted
to the particle when νp/νm = −1, yet when νp/νm = 1 the crack is defected away from the
particle. We also found that when Ep/Em = 8, 16 the crack was defected away from the
particle when νp/νm = ±1. This suggests strategies for pinning extending matrix cracks
by employing auxetic particles that tend to attract the crack. Indeed, we found that a soft
particle (Ep/Em = 0.5) will attract the crack when νp/νm = ±1, but if the particle was hard
(Ep/Em = 0.5) the crack was only attracted when νp/νm = −1.
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CHAPTER 4
WAVE PROPAGATION IN AUXETIC COMPOSITE MATERIAL
In this chapter, we investigate the effects of auxetic material on the wave propagation
through its amplitude ratio. Three different wave types are selected, SH-waves, and P-waves
in two half-spaces and the SH-wave propagation in layered half-space. Each problem will be
reviewed and studied in a separate section and we will show the results in each section and
a summary will be given at the end of the chapter.
4.1 Reflection and transmission of SH waves in two half spaces
This section contains the analysis of the first problem, propagation of SH-wave in two
half-spaces. The material of the upper half is an auxetic material.
4.1.1 Mathematical formulation
This section reviews the plane harmonic waves, SH-wave type, following Achenbach [53].
The displacement of a plane harmonic wave in one dimension is
u = A d exp[ik(x · p− ct)] (4.1)
where A is the amplitude of the wave, d is the unit vector for the direction of wave motion,
p is the unit vector for the direction of wave propagation, d and p have the same direction
in the case of the longitudinal wave (the harmonic motion in the direction of the wave
propagation) and they are perpendicular to each other in the case of the transverse wave
(the harmonic motion normal to the direction of propagation). Also, x is the Cartesian
position and t denotes the time, k is the wave number where k = ω
c
and c is velocity of
propagation.
If the wave is longitudinal, then the velocity c = α and








If the wave is transverse, then the velocity c = β and







where λ and µ are Lamé’s elastic constants, and ρ is the mass density. Also, the relationship





























In general, the problem of wave propagation in two half-spaces, as shown in Figure 4.1,
Figure 4.1: Propagation of plane waves in two half-spaces
consists of two half-spaces with different elastic properties (µ, ρ and λ), bonded together
at the interface (y = 0). The incident wave is represented by the letter I. R and T stand
for reflected and transmitted waves, respectively. The subscripts s and p denote the S-
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and P-waves, and the subscripts 1 and 2 indicate the different materials. We consider the
displacement and stress to be continuous at the interface. In two dimensions, we rewrite the
displacement equation as
u = A d exp[ik(x · px + y · py − ct)]. (4.6)
Achenbach [53] defined and summarized the vectors px and py for reflected and transmitted
waves for both the longitudinal and transverse waves as follows,
Reflected longitudinal wave:
px = sinφrp, py = − cosφrp, c = α1. (4.7)
Reflected transverse wave:
px = sinφrs, py = − cosφrs, c = β1. (4.8)
Transmitted longitudinal wave:
px = sinφtp, py = cosφtp, c = α2. (4.9)
Transmitted transverse wave:
px = sinφts, py = cosφts, c = β2. (4.10)
Figure 4.2 illustrates SH-wave propagation in two half-spaces, they are made from two
isotropic, homogenous materials; material 1 in the lower half plane (y < 0), and mate-
rial 2 in the upper half plane (y > 0). The incident SH-wave, ISH , produces two SH-waves
when it impinges at the interface y = 0, Rs and Ts, which are the reflected and transmitted
SH-waves.
The incident SH-wave, ISH , causes a displacement in the z-direction, which is represented
by the equation
(uz)I = ISH exp[ikI(x sinφI + y cosφI − β1t)]. (4.11)
The shear stress is obtained from





Figure 4.2: Propagation of SH-waves in two half-spaces
where
(τyz)I = ikIµ1ISH cosφI exp[ikI(x sinφI + y cosφI − β1t)]. (4.13)
The stress and displacement equations for the reflected and transmitted waves are:
The reflected SH-wave (Rs):
(uz)R = Rs exp[ikrs(x sinφrs − y cosφrs − β1t)], (4.14)
(τyz)R = −ikrsµ1Rs cosφrs exp[ikrs(x sinφrs − y cosφrs − β1t)]. (4.15)
The transmitted SH-wave (Ts):
(uz)T = Ts exp[ikts(x sinφts + y cosφts − β1t)], (4.16)
(τyz)T = iktsµ2Ts cosφts exp[ikts(x sinφts + y cosφts − β2t)]. (4.17)
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Since the equations must be satisfied for all values of x and t, the exponentials must be
equal, so [53]
kI sinφI = krs sinφrs = kts sinφts, (4.18)
kIβ1 = krsβ1 = ktsβ2, (4.19)
krs = kI , φI = φrs, (4.20)
kts = (β1/β2)kI , (4.21)
sinφts = (β2/β1) sinφI . (4.22)
The displacement uz and the shear stress τyz at the plane y = 0 are continuous, which leads
to two equations for Rs and Ts in terms of ISH :
(uz)I + (uz)R = (uz)T , (4.23)
(τyz)I + (τyz)R = (τyz)T . (4.24)
By substituting the equations of the displacement and the stress, Eqs. (4.11) and (4.13
- 4.17), into the equations (4.23) and (4.24) we obtain
ISH +Rs = Ts, (4.25)









































µ1 cosφI − µ2(β1/β2) cosφts






µ1 cosφI + µ2(β1/β2) cosφts
. (4.28)
where (Rs/ISH) and (Ts/ISH) are the amplitude ratios for reflected and transmitted SH-
wave, respectively, in two half-spaces.
4.1.2 Results and Discussion
We consider two half-spaces. The lower half-plane contains a material that has a Poisson’s
ratio of ν = 0.3. We aim to investigate the change in the amplitude of transmitted and
reflected waves with respect to the amplitude of an incident wave, depending on the change
in Poisson’s ratio of the material in the upper half-space. We have selected certain values for
the material properties, such as Young’s modulus and density, to avoid the complex values
of the amplitude results. As seen in Figures 4.3 and 4.4, there are always combinations
of material properties and incident angle for values of Poisson’s ratio between -0.85 and 0.4
where the wave is totally transmitted and there is no reflected wave. The amplitude of the
transmitted wave is less than 55% of the amplitude of the incident wave. This is just for
incident angle less than 70o. At the incident angle φI = 90
o for all values of Poisson’s ratio,
the amplitude ratio of the reflected SH-wave RS/ISH = −1 and the amplitude ratio of the
transmitted SH-wave TS/ISH = 0. That means there is no transmitted wave which is logical
because the wave travels parallel to the interface in one material.
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Figure 4.3: Transmitted SH-wave in two half-spaces (TS/ISH), amplitude ratios vs. Poisson’s
ratio.
Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show curves of amplitude ratio vs. the incident angle, from 0o (nor-
mal on the interface) to 90o (parallel to the interface). In materials with a positive Poisson’s
ratio, there is no reflected wave, and the wave totally transmits only in the range of incident
angle 74o − 77o for all the combinations of material properties. In materials with a negative
Poisson’s ratio, there is no reflected wave, and the wave totally transmits only in the range of
incident angle 15o−74o for −0.92 < ν2 < 0, and 0 < ν1 < 0.5 for all the combinations of
material properties. At these points, the amplitude ratio of the transmitted wave is equal to
+1, which means total transmission case. In the range −1 < ν2 < −0.92 there will always
be reflected and transmitted waves. These limits change slightly up and down depending on
material properties used in calculations.
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Figure 4.4: Reflected SH-wave in two half-spaces (RS/ISH), amplitude ratio vs. Poisson’s
ratio.
Figure 4.5: The transmitted and reflected SH-waves in one plot compared to each other.
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Figure 4.6: Transmitted SH-wave, the amplitude ratio as a function in the incident angle
for various values of Poisson’s ratio.
Figure 4.7: Reflected SH-wave, the amplitude ratio as a function in the incident angle for
various values of Poisson’s ratio.
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Figure 4.8: The transmitted and reflected waves as a function in the incident angle in one
plot compared to each other.
4.2 Reflection and transmission of P-waves in two half-spaces
Here, we will study the P-wave propagation in two half-spaces and investigate the effect
of auxetic material on the amplitude of reflected and transmitted wave. Also, we consider
the material of the upper half-space is auxetic.
4.2.1 Mathematical formulation
In this section, we will review the derivation of Achenbach [53] for the amplitude ratios
of an incident P-wave in two half-spaces. The problem considered is shown in Figure 4.9.
The incident P-waves produces both a reflected and transmitted P-waves and SV-waves
when impinging on an interface between two media. In general, the incident, reflected and
transmitted waves are represented by their displacements and stresses [53] as
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Figure 4.9: Propagation of P-waves in two half-spaces.
ux = A dx exp(iζ), (4.29)
uy = A dy exp(iζ), (4.30)
τyy = ikA[(λ+ 2µ)dypy + λdxpx] exp(iζ), (4.31)
τyx = ikA[(λ+ 2µ)dypx + λdxpy] exp(iζ), (4.32)
and ζ = k(x sinφ+ y cosφ− ct). (4.33)
where dx and dy are the unit vectors for the direction of wave motion in x and y-directions,
respectively. On y = 0, the stresses and the displacements are continuous, the term y cosφ
will disappear so ζ will become
ζ = k(x sinφ− ct). (4.34)
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Now, equations (4.29)-(4.32) and (4.34) will be repeated for five waves, the incident P-wave,
reflected P and S waves and transmitted P and S waves as follows:
The incident wave (IP ):
dx = sinφI , dy = cosφI , px = sinφI , py = cosφI , (4.35)
(ux)I = IP sinφI exp[ikI(x sinφI − α1t)], (4.36)
(uy)I = IP cosφI exp[ikI(x sinφI − α1t)], (4.37)
(τyy)I = ikIIP (λ1 + 2µ1 cos
2 φI) exp[ikI(x sinφI − α1t)], (4.38)
(τyx)I = 2ikIµ1IP sinφI cosφI exp[ikI(x sinφI − α1t)]. (4.39)
The reflected P-wave (RP ):
dx = sinφrp, dy = − cosφrp, px = sinφrp, py = − cosφrp, (4.40)
(ux)rp = RP sinφrp exp[ikrp(x sinφrp − α1t)], (4.41)
(uy)rp = −RP cosφrp exp[ikrp(x sinφrp − α1t)], (4.42)
(τyy)rp = ikrpRP (λ1 + 2µ1 cos
2 φrp) exp[ikrp(x sinφrp − α1t)], (4.43)
(τyx)rp = −2ikrpµ1RP sinφrp cosφrp exp[ikrp(x sinφrp − α1t)]. (4.44)
The reflected S-wave (RS):
dx = cosφrs, dy = sinφrs, px = sinφrs, py = − cosφrs, (4.45)
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(ux)rs = RS cosφrs exp[ikrs(x sinφrs − β1t)], (4.46)
(uy)rs = RS sinφrs exp[ikrs(x sinφrs − β1t)], (4.47)
(τyy)rs = −2ikrsRSµ1 sinφrs cosφrs exp[ikrs(x sinφrs − β1t)], (4.48)
(τyx)rs = ikrsµ1RS(sin
2 φrs − cos2 φrs) exp[ikrs(x sinφrs − β1t)]. (4.49)
The transmitted P-wave (TP ):
dx = sinφtp, dy = cosφtp, px = sinφtp, py = cosφtp, (4.50)
(ux)tp = TP sinφtp exp[iktp(x sinφtp − α2t)], (4.51)
(uy)tp = TP cosφtp exp[iktp(x sinφtp − α2t)], (4.52)
(τyy)tp = iktpTP (λ2 + 2µ2 cos
2 φtp) exp[iktp(x sinφtp − α2t)], (4.53)
(τyx)tp = 2iktpµ2TP sinφtp cosφtp exp[iktp(x sinφtp − α2t)]. (4.54)
The transmitted S-wave (TS):
dx = − cosφts, dy = sinφts, px = sinφts, py = cosφts, (4.55)
(ux)ts = −TS cosφts exp[ikts(x sinφts − β2t)], (4.56)
(uy)ts = TS sinφts exp[ikts(x sinφts − β2t)], (4.57)
(τyy)ts = 2iktsTSµ2 sinφts cosφts exp[ikts(x sinφts − β2t)], (4.58)
(τyx)ts = iktsµ2TS(sin
2 φts − cos2 φts) exp[ikts(x sinφts − β2t)]. (4.59)
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From continuity condition at the interface between the two media, we have 4 equations, 2
for the displacements in the x and y-direction and 2 for the normal stress τyy and the shear
stress τyx:
(ux)I + (ux)rp + (ux)rs = (ux)tp + (ux)ts, (4.60)
(uy)I + (uy)rp + (uy)rs = (uy)tp + (uy)ts, (4.61)
(τyy)I + (τyy)rp + (τyy)rs = (τyy)tp + (τyy)ts, (4.62)
(τyx)I + (τyx)rp + (τyx)rs = (τyx)tp + (τyx)ts. (4.63)
These equations must be satisfied for all values of x and t [53] which means that the expo-
nential terms in all the previous equations are equal, so
kI sinφI = krp sinφrp = krs sinφrs = ktp sinφtp = kts sinφts, (4.64)
and






















Also, by using the following trigonometric relations
2 sinφ cosφ = sin(2φ), (4.67)
cos2 φ− sin2 φ = cos(2φ), (4.68)
and using relations of the form [53]
λ1 + 2µ1 cos
2 φI
µ1
= κ21 cos(2φrs), (4.69)
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and








we obtain four equations:
IP sinφI = −RP sinφrp −RS cosφrs + TP sinφtp − TS cosφts, (4.71)
IP cosφI = RP cosφrp −RS sinφrs + TP sinφtp + TS sinφts, (4.72)


























These equations can be solved numerically to give solutions for the amplitude ratios for
certain materials employed in the two half-spaces media.
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These will be used for our numerical calculations.
4.2.2 Results and discussion
Results for reflection and transmission of P-waves in two half-spaces, where one half-
space is a material with a negative Poisson’s ratio (auxetic material) are reported here. We
used five different values of Poisson’s ratio (ν2 = −0.6,−0.4,−0.1,+0.1 and +0.4) for the
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material in the upper half-space while the material of lower half-space was considered to be
typical material with a positive Poisson’s ratio (ν1 = +0.25).
Figure 4.10: The amplitude ratio of reflected longitudinal P-wave, RP/IP vs. incident angle,
φI in two half-spaces.
Figure 4.11: The amplitude ratio of reflected transverse P-wave, RS/IP vs. incident angle,
φI in two half-spaces.
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Figure 4.12: The amplitude ratio of transmitted longitudinal P-wave, TP/IP vs. incident
angle, φI in two half-spaces.
Figure 4.13: The amplitude ratio of transmitted transverse P-wave, TS/IP vs. incident angle,
φI in two half-spaces.
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The auxetic material has a significant effect on wave propagation as is shown in Fig-
ures 4.10 to 4.13. In P-wave propagation, the change in the amplitude ratio value is very
clear in reflected and transmitted longitudinal waves, RP/IP and TP/IP , respectively. The
amplitude ratio, at an incident angle of 72o, is constant and does not change for any value
of Poisson’s ratio for both reflected and transmitted waves. This angle is called a critical
angle of incidence. At this angle, there are reflected longitudinal and transverse waves and
transmitted transverse waves, while the transmitted longitudinal wave is zero. The interface
does not allow TP -wave to pass at the critical angle.
The amplitude ratio of the longitudinal waves (RP and TP ), in Figures 4.10 and 4.12, is
more affected by the negative Poisson’s ratio than that of transverse waves (RS and TS), in
Figures 4.11 and 4.13.
4.3 Wave propagation in layered half-space
This section contains wave propagation in single layered half-space. First we introduce
derivation for the problem, then we investigate the effect of auxetic layer covered the half-
space on the reflected SH-wave amplitude.
4.3.1 Mathematical formulation
The problem considered is shown in Figure 4.14. It contains a half-space (L2) covered by
a layer (L1). Its thickness is H. An incident SH-wave is propagating in the half-space and
impinging at the interface to produce reflected and transmitted waves. We will follow Ben-
Menahem and Singh’s [96] derivation method of multi-layers. They used the n-layer problem
(n>2) to obtain the solution, and then reduced the solution to one layered half-space. Here,
we derive directly the solution for one layer overlying the half-space starting with single layer
overlying an infinite halfspace problem (n=2)
The displacement in layered media which is caused by SH-wave takes the z-direction,
which is perpendicular to the plane x-y and expressed [53, 54] as
uz = f(y)e





Ben-Menahem et al. [96] have deleted the common factor exp[i(ωt − kx)] from the dis-
placement and stress equations from the beginning of the derivation. Also, they used the
normalized velocity ( u̇ = ∂u
∂t
) instead of the displacement term uz in their derivation. We
will not use the normalized velocity ( u̇ = ∂u
∂t
) instead of the displacement or omit the
common exponential term ( exp[i(ωt− kx)] ) from the equations.

















By deriving the solution, Eq. (4.75) into the two sides of wave equation, Eq. (4.76) we get





and putting them together we obtain
f ′′(y)ei(kx−ωt) − k2f(y)ei(kx−ωt) + ω
2
β2
f(y)ei(kx−ωt) = 0, (4.80)
or,
f ′′(y)ei(kx−ωt) + (
ω2
β2
− k2)f(y)ei(kx−ωt) = 0, (4.81)
by canceling the common term (ei(kx−ωt)) yields
f ′′(y) + (
ω2
β2
− k2)f(y) = 0, (4.82)
or,
f ′′(y) + k2(
c2
β2
− 1)f(y) = 0. (4.83)
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Figure 4.14: Propagation of SH-wave in layered half-spaces
For solving equation (4.83) assume an exponential form





− 1) = ζ2, (4.85)
so




S1 = ikζ, S2 = −ikζ, (4.87)
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The general solution of the function f(y) for the differential equation (4.83) will be in the
form
f(y) = Cu e
S1y + Cd e
S2y, (4.88)
or
f(y) = Cu e







− 1). Substituting in the displacement equation (4.75) we obtain
uz = [Cu e
ikζy + Cd e
−ikζy]ei(kx−ωt). (4.90)
The last equation (4.90) is as Ben-Menahem and Singh [96] stated in chapter 3 (section 3.7),
where Cu = ISH or TS1, is the amplitude of the upgoing wave and Cd = RS2 or RS1 is the
amplitude of the downgoing wave.
There will be two equations for the displacement, one for the layer (L1) and the other
for the half-space (L2):
(uz)1 = [TS1 e
ikζ1y +RS1 e
−ikζ1y]ei(kx−ωt), (4.91)
(uz)2 = [ISH e
ikζ2y +RS2 e
−ikζ2y]ei(kx−ωt). (4.92)
Also, there will be two equations for the stress, one for the layer (L1) and the other for the
half-space (L2):
(τyz)1 = [ikµ1ζ1 TS1 e
ikζ1y − ikµ1ζ1 RS1 e−ikζ1y]ei(kx−ωt), (4.93)
(τyz)2 = [ikµ2ζ2 ISH e
ikζ2y − ikµ2ζ2RS2 e−ikζ2y]ei(kx−ωt). (4.94)
There is another form for the function f(y) which may obtained by using the Euler relation
eix = cos(x) + i sin(x), (4.95)
This yields
f(y) = A cos(kζy) + iB sin(kζy), (4.96)
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where A = Cu + Cd and B = Cu − Cd. The displacement and stress are then
uz = [A cos(kζy) + iB sin(kζy)]e
i(kx−ωt), (4.97)
τyz = [−Aµkζ sin(kζy) + iBµkζ cos(kζy)]ei(kx−ωt). (4.98)
Now, we will investigate the displacement and the stress in the layer (L1) at the boundaries.
1- At the free surface where y=0:
Here, we substitute y=0 in Eqs. (4.97) and (4.98) we obtain
(uz)1 = A1 e
i(kx−ωt) = (uz)0, (4.99)
(τyz)1 = iB1 µ1kζ1e
i(kx−ωt) = (τyz)0. (4.100)
If we apply the condition that the free surface at y=0 is traction free that means (τyz)0 = 0
which lead to B1 = 0.
2- At the interface where y=H:
Also, by substituting H=y and B1 = 0 in Eqs. (4.97) and (4.98) we obtain
(uz)1 = A1 cos(kζ1H)e
i(kx−ωt), (4.101)
(τyz)1 = −A1µ1kζ1 sin(kζ1H)ei(kx−ωt), (4.102)
substituting the constants A1 = (uz)0 e
−i(kx−ωt) into the previous two equations (4.101) and
(4.102)
(uz)1 = (uz)0 cos(kζ1H), (4.103)
(τyz)1 = −(uz)0 µ1kζ1 sin(kζ1H). (4.104)
Also, we have at the interface
(uz)1 = (uz)2, for y = H, and (τyz)1 = (τyz)2, for y = H.
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From equations (4.92) and (4.94), substitute into equations (4.103) and (4.104) we obtain
[ISH e
ikζ2H +RS2 e
−ikζ2H ]ei(kx−ωt) = (uz)0 cos Ω1, (4.105)
and
[ikµ2ζ2 ISH e
ikζ2H − ikµ2ζ2RS2 e−ikζ2H ]ei(kx−ωt) = −(uz)0µ1kζ1 sin Ω1, (4.106)




−ikζ2H = u0 cos Ω1, (4.107)
and
ikµ2ζ2 ISH e
ikζ2H − ikµ2ζ2RS2 e−ikζ2H = −u0µ1kζ1 sin Ω1, (4.108)
where u0 = TS1 +RS1.

































































cos Ω1(ikµ2ζ2)eikζ2H − kµ1ζ1 sin Ω1eikζ2H
(4.110)
Divide by ikµ2ζ2e















ikζ2He2ikζ2H + cos Ω1(ikµ2ζ2)e
ikζ2He2ikζ2H
cos Ω1(ikµ2ζ2)eikζ2H + kµ1ζ1 sin Ω1eikζ2H
(4.112)
















cos Ω1 − iµ1ζ1µ2ζ2 sin Ω1





Equations (4.111) and (4.114) are the same equations that Ben-Menahem and Singh [96]
have obtained in their book.
4.3.2 Results and Discussion
In the layered half-space, we can conclude the following points:
a) When the layer and the half-space materials both have the same density (ρ), Young’s
modulus (E), wave number, and the incident angle (φ) is equal to π/3, and the Poisson’s
ratio of the layer changes from -1 to 0.5, the amplitude has a complex value. When the
Poisson’s ratio of the layer is positive (0 < ν < 0.5), the imaginary part of the amplitude
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changes from +1 to 0. But when the Poisson’s ratio of the layer is negative (−1 < ν < 0),
the imaginary part of the amplitude changes from 0 to -1 then changes from -1 to 0 as shown
in Figure 4.15, i.e., the imaginary part of the amplitude has positive value if Poisson’s ratio
is positive and has negative value if Poisson’s ratio is negative. Also, the real part of the
amplitude ratio has a positive value from zero to +1 in the positive interval of Poisson’s
ratio of the layer (0 < ν < 0.5) then it comes down from +1 to -1 in the negative interval of
Poisson’s ratio of the layer (−1 < ν < 0). Both the real and imaginary part are positive when
the Poisson’s ratio is positive but they take negative value when ν < −0.3. The imaginary
part vanishes and the real part tends to +1 at ν = 0.
Figure 4.15: The amplitude ratio vs. Poisson’s ratio of the layer real (Re) and imaginary
(Im) part, E1/E2 = 1.
Table 4.1: Case when the amplitude ratio is equal to 1 for φ = π/3 and E1/E2 < 2
E1/E2 1.2 1.1 1.0 2/3 0.5 0.1
ν 0.197 0.097 -0.0025 -0.335 -0.5 -0.65
b) When E1/E2 is small, there is always a complex value for the amplitude ratio until
the Young’s modulus ratio becomes very large (E1/E2 > 100). For the large values of E1/E2
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Figure 4.16: The real part of amplitude ratio vs. Poisson’s ratio of the layer for various
values of E1/E2.
the imaginary part disappears and the real part tends to -1 for all values of Poisson’s ratio.
When E1/E2 < 2 there will be at least one real value for the amplitude ratio (the imaginary
part is equal zero). For different real values of the amplitude ratio, we found a different
Poisson’s ratio for the layer for every value of E1/E2 as shown Table 4.1. From Table 4.1
when RS2/ISH=1, the amplitudes are both equal in the incident wave and reflected wave.
c) For E1/E2 ≤ 1 the amplitude gives maximum real value for reflected wave when ν2 < 0
and the imaginary part tends to zero at these points, see Figures 4.16 and 4.17.
d) When we change the layer thickness (H) as shown in Figures 4.18 and 4.19 the complex
value of the amplitude ratio becomes real (its value is equal to +1) at ν1 = 0, for all the
value of the layer’s thickness. Also, it becomes real (its value is equal to -1) again at ν1 = −1
where the imaginary part at these two values (ν1 = 0 and− 1) tends to zero.
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e) When the incident angle is very close to π/2, the value of the amplitude ratio depends
on the Poisson’s ratio of the layer. From Figure 4.20, we note that the amplitude ratio
has various complex values in the positive range of Poisson’s ratio. In the negative range
−0.5 < ν < 0 the imaginary part approaches to zero and the real part tends to -1 as the
value of ν approaches to -0.5. In the high auxetic range −1 < ν < − 0.5 the imaginary
part tends to zero, and the real part equal to -1 as long as ν is close to -1 and the complex
value becomes pure real value in the range −1 < ν < − 0.9.
f) Figures 4.22 and 4.23 show the amplitude ratio (real and imaginary parts) as a function
of Poisson’s ratio of the layer for five different incidence angles. In general, the amplitude
ratio has a complex value. Every case has at least one value of Poisson’s ratio at which the
imaginary part disappears.
Figure 4.17: The imaginary part of amplitude ratio vs. Poisson’s ratio of the layer for various
values of E1/E2.
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Figure 4.18: The real part of amplitude ratio vs. Poisson’s ratio of the layer for various
values of layer thickness (H).
Figure 4.19: The imaginary part of amplitude ratio vs. Poisson’s ratio of the layer for various
values of layer thickness (H).
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Figure 4.20: The real and imaginary part of amplitude ratio vs. Poisson’s ratio for incident
angle φI = 89π/180 (grazing angle).
Figure 4.21: The amplitude ratio vs. the incident angle (φI) for two values of Poisson’s
ratio (ν1 = −1 and −0.8).
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Figure 4.22: The real part of amplitude ratio as a function in Poisson’s ratio for various
values of incident angle (φI).
Figure 4.23: The imaginary part of the amplitude ratio as a function in Poisson’s ratio for
various values of incident angle (φI).
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4.4 Summary
This research has investigated the effect of a negative Poisson’s ratio on wave propagation
for three problems: a) SH-waves in two half-spaces, b) P-waves in two half-spaces, and c)
SH-waves in a layered half-space. The results of this study show that a negative Poisson’s
ratio has an effect on the amplitude of SH-waves and P-waves in two half-spaces media, and
on the amplitude of SH-waves in layered half space problem. When Poisson’s ratio is close
to -1, there is a significant effect on wave propagation behavior.
In the first problem of SH-waves in two half-spaces, the amplitude may have a complex
value or a real value, depending on the combination of the two materials. The amplitude
of the transmitted wave changes slightly in the positive interval of Poisson’s ratio and the
amplitude ratio does not exceed 5%. While the change is bigger in the auxetic interval,
−0.5 < ν2 < 0, in the interval of high auxeticity (−1 < ν2 < −0.5), we see significant
amplification in the amplitude ratio of the transmitted wave to reach 40%.
On the other side of the interface, there is a big difference between the values of amplitude
ratio of the reflected wave for the incident angle between 0o and 90o. Also, the amplitude
ratio has small change in the positive interval of Poisson’s ratio. This change increases in the
auxetic range −1 < ν2 < 0. Some values of the amplitude ratio go from positive to negative
between 0.4 and -0.8.
In the second problem of P-waves in two half-spaces, the influence of Poisson’s ratio
appears more in the reflected and transmitted P-waves. However, there is a slight change in
the amplitude ratio of the reflected and transmitted SV-waves for various values of Poisson’s
ratio.
In the third problem of SH-waves in layered half space, the amplitude of SH-waves has a
complex value, as was already mentioned in the discussion. The values of the amplitude for
an auxetic material are different than those of a typical material. There are combinations of




CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
This chapter contains two sections. In the first part, we give conclusions for the three
chapters, 2, 3, and 4. We make concluding remarks on the effects of an auxetic material
on stress singularities, crack growth direction, and wave propagation. In the last part, we
introduce some suggestions for future work.
5.1 Conclusions
This research studied three topics in elasticity: singularities in auxetic bimaterials, crack
propagation near auxetic particles, and wave propagation in auxetic layered media. The
common point between the three topics was the effect of an auxetic material on the solution
of these problems. In general, we find through this investigation that there are significant
effects on the mechanical behavior due to the negative Poisson’s ratio.
5.1.1 Stress singularity
In this chapter, we investigated the change in the singularity in a bi-material with an
auxetic material for two problems: the free-edge problem and the interface crack problem.
According to the results that we obtained, the auxetic material has a strong effect on the
stress singularity order. For the free-edge case, it was found that the singularity order (δ)
became increasingly more negative as the the elastic moduli ratio (E1/E2) was increased for
fixed Poisson’s ratio. Once the upper half material became auxetic, the singularity order was
affected by the Poisson’s ratio. Moreover, it was observed for the cases of E1/E2 < 2 the
singularity order disappears when Poisson’s ratio is less than -0.4. However, the singularity
order can not be eliminated if the elastic moduli ratio is larger than 3 for all values of
Poisson’s ratio.
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In the interface crack case, the singularity at the tip of the interface crack consists of two
parts, the real value and the imaginary oscillatory part. The negative Poisson’s ratio only
affects the oscillatory part. The auxetic material causes the imaginary part to decrease or
vanish for certain values of elastic moduli ratio. We have presented a table for the values of
Poisson’s ratio at which the imaginary part of the singularity order disappears for various
elastic constant ratios.
5.1.2 Crack propagation
This chapter focused on the effect of an auxetic particle on different crack parameters
for a crack approaching the particle, such as the crack path direction, the driving force, and
the stress intensity near the crack tip. To carry out this investigation, a numerical boundary
element method was used. A symmetric Galerkin boundary element method (SGBEM) was
employed with a modified quarter-point crack tip element, which produced very accurate
results for crack problems.
The effects of the mismatch in Young’s modulus (Ep/Em for an auxetic particle embedded
in matrix material) on crack extension was studied. The Young’s modulus ratios were 2, 4,
8 and 16. For small ratios of Ep/Em = 2, 4 the crack was attracted to the auxetic particle,
while the crack deflects away from the particle when Ep/Em > 4. However, it was noted
that the deflection of the crack in the auxetic particle case is less than that for the crack in
the non-auxetic particle case.
The stress intensity factors were also studied for Ep/Em = 2. The results showed the
deep effect of auxeticity on the stress intensity at the crack tip. In the case of a non-
auxetic particle, KI decreased when the crack approached the particle. But, it increased
when the crack approached an auxetic particle. Not only was the stress intensity in mode-I
(KI) affected, but also mode-II (KII). However, the stress intensity in mode-II increased
dramatically when the crack approached a non-auxetic particle and decreased when the crack
approached an auxetic particle. The shielding of the stress intensity as the crack approached
a particle, and the amplification of the stress intensity as the crack passed the particle were
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investigated for the case of Ep/Em = 8. The amount of shielding and amplification were
almost equal for a typical and an auxetic particle.
Crack deflection or attraction from or to the particle was also studied. It was found that
the soft particle, which has elastic moduli ratio (Ep/Em < 1), attracts the crack whether
the particle is auxetic or non-auxetic. But a hard particle, Ep/Em < 1, causes the crack
to deflect away from the particle except when the particle is auxetic and 1 ≤ Ep/Em ≤ 4.
Finally, in the case of double particles, EP/Em > 4 the crack deflected away from the
first particle, and when it approached the upper particle it deflected again towards the inner
particle. After that the crack was attracted by the second particle, which meant there was
attraction zone around the auxetic particle and if the crack entered this zone it will be
attracted by the particle.
5.1.3 Wave propagation
Three elastic wave problems were studied: SH-wave propagation in two half-spaces, P-
wave propagation in also two half-spaces and SH-wave propagation in layered half-space.
Again, the effect of an auxetic material was the focus of these studies.
In the first problem (SH-wave propagation in two half-spaces), a negative Poisson’s ra-
tio suppressed the reflection of SH incident waves and the incident wave totally transmits
through the interface. Also, it reduced the transmitted wave amplitude nearly to one half
of the incident wave amplitude. In general, the value of the amplitude ratio had a slight
change when 0 < ν < 0.5, and this change increased in the low interval of auxetic material,
−0.5 < ν < 0. It was noted that there is a large change when −1 < ν < − 0.5.
The change here increased the transmitted amplitude and decreased the reflected amplitude
as the auxeticity increased. This effect was more clear for small incidence angles where this
change tended to zero as long as the incidence angle tended to 90o.
In the second problem (P-wave propagation in two half-spaces), there was a clear effect
on the reflected wave amplitude by negative Poissons ratio for incident angles less than 60o
and more than 80o. At small angles the reflected amplitude ratio increased dramatically
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from around zero to 0.5. However, the auxeticity affected the longitudinal P-waves, whether
transmitted or reflected, much more than the transverse P-waves. The amplitude ratio of
the reflected longitudinal P-wave decreased as Poisson’s ratio decreased from 0.5 to -0.5.
On the other hand, the amplitude ratio of the transmitted longitudinal P-wave increased as
Poisson’s ratio decreased from -0.5 to -1.
In the third problem (SH-wave propagation in single layered half-space), the amplitude
of a reflected SH-wave in a layered half-space generally was complex. When Poissons ratio
of the layer was equal to zero (ν = 0) the reflected amplitude value became real valued
(amplitude ratio = 1). For Youngs modulus ratio, E1/E2 = 1, and the Poissons ratio
of the layer ν = −0.335, the amplitude ratio was real valued (-1) which meant that the
incident wave totally was reflected by the layer with a phase shift of 180o. For small ratios
of Youngs modulus, E1/E2 < 2 there was always a negative Poissons ratio value at which
the amplitude converts from complex to real valued. For all thickness values of the layer,
the complex values of the amplitude ratio become real when the layer Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.
Also, the behavior of curves of the real and imaginary parts of the amplitude showed different
behavior for a typical material (0 < ν < 0.5) and an auxetic material (−1 < ν < 0).
For example, the real part became smooth in one direction from 1 to -1 (the amplitude ratio)
for auxetic material while they take more than directions for typical material.
The research accomplished in this thesis presents and confirms the significant effects of
an auxetic material on the mechanical behavior of several parameters in the elastic problems.
Hereby, the field is wide open now for scientific researchers and engineers to consider more
investigations related to the auxetic materials in solid mechanics.
5.2 Suggestions for Future Work
In general, many studies have been done in the past for typical materials (0 < ν < 0.5)
might be repeated using an auxetic material in which the Poisson’s ratio changes from -1 to
zero (−1 < ν < 0). However, there are limited studies on auxetic behavior. As further
studies related to our recent research, we suggest to carry out similar investigations for the
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interaction between a crack and auxetic inclusion or group of auxetic inclusions embedded in
anisotropic elastic material instead of isotropic material. The second suggestion is carrying
out these studies in three-dimensions.
Further investigation is also recommended for the use of auxetic particles for toughening
of surfaces. This investigation should focus on how the auxetic particles might be used to
control the crack growth direction, or to suppress crack extension.
Finally, we also suggest to study other parameters, such as the T-stress, which is the non
singular term in the Williams crack tip stress field expansion, in the light of auxetic material.
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APPENDIX - PROGRAMS, CODES USED AND METHODS
Here, MatLab code and some examples of input and output files are included. The pack-
age is shown in the next Figure, Figure A.1.
Figure A.1: Code Package For Crack Growth Direction calculations
A.1 MATLAB program
MATLAB program (CrackGrowth) is used to plot the crack path, by reading KI and
KII from the output FORTRAN file, then calculate the crack path angle, calculate the
(x, y) coordinates, modified FORTRAN input file, record (x, y) and redo this multi-times.
c l a s s d e f CrackGrowth
% CrackGrowth Class
methods ( S t a t i c )
func t i on Ca lcu la te ( FortranOutputFile , XY DataFile , DeltaA ,
FortranInputFi l e , XY PlotFile , K PlotF i l e )
d i sp ’Growing crack . . . ’
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XY = load ( XY DataFile ) ;
OldTip = XY(4 , 1 : 2 ) ;
OldThetaC = XY(5 ,1 ) ;
i f ( a l l (OldTip == [0 0 . 0 1 ] ) )
HP = [0 0 . 0 0 9 5 ] ;
e l s e
HP = OldTip − ( 0 . 50 ∗ DeltaA ) .∗ [ cos (OldThetaC ) s i n (
OldThetaC ) ] ;
end
% f i nd the beg inning o f the l a s t l i n e
f i d = fopen ( FortranOutputFile , ’ r ’ ) ;
i f ( f s e e k ( f i d ,−2 , ’ eof ’ ) == 0)
whi l e ( f s c a n f ( f i d , ’%c ’ , 1 ) ˜= char (10) ) && ( f s e e k ( f i d
,−2 , ’ cof ’ ) == 0)
end
l a s t l i n e = f g e t l ( f i d ) ;
end
f c l o s e ( f i d ) ;
K = s s c an f ( l a s t l i n e , ’%f ’ ) ’ ;
K(1 ) = [ ] ;
ThetaC = OldThetaC + 2∗ atan ((−2∗K(2) /K(1) ) /(1+ sq r t (1+8∗(K
(2) /K(1) ) ˆ2) ) ) ;
QP = OldTip + (0 . 75 ∗ DeltaA ) .∗ [ cos (ThetaC) s i n (ThetaC) ] ;
Tip = OldTip + DeltaA .∗ [ cos (ThetaC) s i n (ThetaC) ] ;
XY = [ [HP 0 0 3 3 ] ; [ OldTip 0 0 3 3 ] ; [QP 0 0 3 3 ] ; [ Tip 0
0 3 3 ] ; [ ThetaC 0 0 0 0 0 ] ] ;
f i d = fopen (XY DataFile , ’wt ’ ) ;
f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’% 1 .10E % 1.10E % 1.10E % 1.10E %d %d\n ’ , XY’ )
;
f c l o s e ( f i d ) ;
XYOutputMatrix = [ load ( XY PlotFile ) ; Tip ] ;
f i d = fopen ( XY PlotFile , ’wt ’ ) ;
f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’% 1 .10E % 1.10E\n ’ , XYOutputMatrix ’ ) ;
f c l o s e ( f i d ) ;
KOutputMatrix = [ load ( K PlotF i l e ) ; K ] ;
f i d = fopen ( K PlotFi le , ’wt ’ ) ;
f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’% 1 .10E % 1.10E\n ’ , KOutputMatrix ’ ) ;
f c l o s e ( f i d ) ;
% Modify Fortran input f i l e
99
InputSt r ingSet = c e l l . empty ( ) ;
f i d = fopen ( FortranInputFi l e , ’ r ’ ) ;
whi l e t rue
da t a l i n e = f g e t l ( f i d ) ;
i f ( d a t a l i n e == −1)
break ;
end
InputSt r ingSet {end+1} = data l i n e ;
end
f c l o s e ( f i d ) ;
OutputStr ingSet = c e l l . empty ( ) ;
OutputStr ingSet {end+1} = InputSt r ingSet {1} ;
OutputStr ingSet {end+1} = InputSt r ingSet {2} ;
OutputStr ingSet {end+1} = InputSt r ingSet {3} ;
OriginalNumberOfNodes = s s c an f ( InputSt r ingSet {3} , ’%f ’ ) ;
TempString = s p r i n t f ( ’%6d ’ , OriginalNumberOfNodes+2) ;
OutputStr ingSet {end } ( 1 : l ength ( TempString ) ) = TempString ;
f o r i = 1 : OriginalNumberOfNodes
TempString = InputSt r ingSet{3+ i } ;
TempString ( TempString == ’D’ ) = ’E ’ ;
NodeArray ( i , : ) = s s c an f ( TempString , ’%f ’ ) ’ ;
end
i = 4 + i ;
OutputStr ingSet { i+0+2} = InputSt r ingSet { i +0};
OutputStr ingSet { i+1+2} = InputSt r ingSet { i +1};
OutputStr ingSet { i+2+2} = InputSt r ingSet { i +2};
OutputStr ingSet { i+3+2} = InputSt r ingSet { i +3};
OutputStr ingSet { i+4+2} = InputSt r ingSet { i +4};
OutputStr ingSet { i+5+2} = InputSt r ingSet { i +5};
OutputStr ingSet { i+6+2} = InputSt r ingSet { i +6};
OutputStr ingSet { i+7+2} = InputSt r ingSet { i +7};
OutputStr ingSet { i+8+2} = InputSt r ingSet { i +8};
Corner = s s c an f ( InputSt r ingSet { i +3} , ’%f ’ ) ;
Corner = Corner (1 ) ;
TempString = s p r i n t f ( ’%6d ’ , Corner+2) ;
OutputStr ingSet { i +3+2}(1: l ength ( TempString ) ) = TempString ;
Base = s s c an f ( InputSt r ingSet { i +5} , ’%f ’ ) ;
TempString = s p r i n t f ( ’%6d%5d%5d ’ , Base (1 ) , Base (2 ) , Base (3 )
+2) ;
OutputStr ingSet { i+5+2} = TempString ;
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Base = Base (3 ) ;
ElementsInZone1 = s s c an f ( InputSt r ingSet { i +6} , ’%f ’ ) ;
TempString = s p r i n t f ( ’%5d ’ , ElementsInZone1+1) ;
OutputStr ingSet { i +6+2}(1: l ength ( TempString ) ) = TempString ;
XY( 5 , : ) = [ ] ;
NodeArray = [ NodeArray ( 1 : ( Base−3) , : ) ; [XY [ 0 ; 0 ; 0 ; 0 ] ] ;
NodeArray ( Base : end , : ) ] ;
NodeArray ( : , 7 ) = ( 1 : l ength (NodeArray ) ) ’ ;
i = 9 + i ;
f o r j = 1 : OriginalNumberOfNodes+2
OutputStr ingSet{3+ j } = sp r i n t f ( ’% 1 .10E % 1.10E % 1.10E
% 1.10E %d %d %d ’ , NodeArray ( j , : ) ) ;
OutputStr ingSet{3+ j }( OutputStr ingSet{3+ j } == ’E’ ) = ’D
’ ;
end
f o r j = 1 : ElementsInZone1
TempString = InputSt r ingSet { i+j −1};
IndexArray ( j , : ) = s s c an f ( TempString , ’%f ’ ) ’ ;
end
OldBaseIndex = f i nd ( IndexArray ( : , 1 ) == Base ) ;
IndexArray ( OldBaseIndex , : ) = IndexArray ( OldBaseIndex , : ) −
1 ;
OldCornerIndex = f i nd ( IndexArray ( : , 1 ) == Corner+1) ;
IndexArray ( OldCornerIndex , : ) = IndexArray ( OldCornerIndex , : )
− 1 ;
OldEndIndex = f i nd ( IndexArray ( : , 1 ) == OriginalNumberOfNodes
) − 1 ;
IndexArray = [ IndexArray ( 1 : OldEndIndex , : ) ; IndexArray (
OldEndIndex , : ) +2; IndexArray (OldEndIndex+1 , :) +2;
IndexArray (OldEndIndex+1:( end−1) , : ) ] ;
f o r j = 1 : ElementsInZone1+1
OutputStr ingSet { i+j+1} = sp r i n t f ( ’%d\ t%d\ t%d ’ ,
IndexArray ( j , : ) ) ;
end
i = i + ElementsInZone1 ;
OutputStr ingSet { i+0+3} = InputSt r ingSet { i +0};
OutputStr ingSet { i+1+3} = InputSt r ingSet { i +1};
OutputStr ingSet { i+2+3} = InputSt r ingSet { i +2};
OutputStr ingSet { i+3+3} = InputSt r ingSet { i +3};
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OutputStr ingSet { i+4+3} = InputSt r ingSet { i +4};
OutputStr ingSet { i+5+3} = InputSt r ingSet { i +5};
OutputStr ingSet { i+6+3} = InputSt r ingSet { i +6};
OldTip = s s c an f ( InputSt r ingSet { i +2} , ’%f ’ ) ;
OldTip = OldTip (1 ) ;
TempString = s p r i n t f ( ’%4d ’ , OldTip+2) ;
OutputStr ingSet { i +2+3}(1: l ength ( TempString ) ) = TempString ;
ElementsInZone2 = s s c an f ( InputSt r ingSet { i +3} , ’%f ’ ) ;
i = i + 7 ;
f o r j = 1 : ElementsInZone2
TempString = InputSt r ingSet { i+j −1};
IndexArray2 ( j , : ) = s s c an f ( TempString , ’%f ’ ) ’ ;
end
IndexArray2 = [ IndexArray2 ( 2 : end , : ) ; IndexArray2 ( end , : ) +2] ;
f o r j = 1 : ElementsInZone2
OutputStr ingSet { i+j+2} = sp r i n t f ( ’%d\ t%d\ t%d ’ ,
IndexArray2 ( j , : ) ) ;
end
i = i + ElementsInZone2 ;
OutputStr ingSet { i+0+3} = InputSt r ingSet { i +0};
OutputStr ingSet { i+1+3} = InputSt r ingSet { i +1};
f i d = fopen ( FortranInputFi l e , ’wt ’ ) ;
f o r j = 1 : l ength ( OutputStr ingSet )
f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’% s ’ , OutputStr ingSet { j }) ;
i f ( j ˜= length ( OutputStr ingSet ) )
f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’\n ’ ) ;
end
end
f c l o s e ( f i d ) ;
end
end
end
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